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INTRODUCTION

The Maintenance craft has been subjected to subcontracting on an ever-increasing
basis over the years. The USFS has done so claiming contractual rights. The
language in our Collective BargaIning Agreement has remained essentially
unchanged. The contract does not prohibit subcontracting. It does provide limits
and restrictions on the determination and awarding of these subcontracts.
Arbitrator Bloch wrote “The impact of a changing technology upon the workforce
has posed problems to both Management and Labor not easy of solution~We in the
Maintenance craft are faced with economic changes that are also not easily solved.
As representatives ofour craft we are tasked with policing the contract. It is our
duty to abide by the language of our contract. It is also our duty to enforce the
language. The primary methods that we can exert pressure to control our future is
through contract negotiations and the grievance procedure. Management is not
granted any rights over and above those granted to the Union. Management directs
and in the interest of the employees the UNION grieves when it objects.

Maintenance Issues Volume 5 states the purpose for which we file subcontracting
grievances. “The UNION files grievances on subcontracting because career postal
service positions are not being maintained”.

To maintain the maintenance craft positions we must demand that Management
adhere to the contractual language as numerous arbitrators have consistently
interpreted it.

The information in this guideline is just that, a guideline. It was compiled from
many sources and with the help of many UNION stewards and officers. Included is
the Central Region Workbook as a valuable resource guide.

This material was gathered in an attempt to give an insight to subcontracting
grievances. The procedures and methods can guide you through developing and
arguing subcontracting issues.

hopefully this guideline will provide you with the information and some ofthe
documentation and reduce your research time.

In subcontracting grievances it has been established through arbitration two points
which must be proven by the Union to shift the burden of proof to management.

(1) There was work subcontracted.
(2) There were qualified maintenance craft personnel.

You will read many times in the information provided in this guideline and in the
workbook that after you have proven the two initial points above your grievance
will be centered on Management’s decision process in determining the need for the
subcontract.
Regardless of the Union’s ability to shift the burden of proof to management, the
Union must request the documents used and the name ofthe official making the
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decision. The Central Region Workbook contains an important warning “GET IT
IN WRITING”.

The starting point for every grievance should be “ TiMELINESS”. The Central
Region Workbook pages 4 and 5 provide information on timeliness.

As you know all grievances contain variables and subcontracting is no different.
This guideline is not written in stone. Should you have or develop methods
procedures or arguments that are good or bad share them. Do not forget there is
strength in numbers and knowledge.



STATEMENTS

Regardless of how the subcontract is brought to your attention you will
need to obtain statements. The Central Region Workbook covers
statements on pages 11-15.

Statements should attempt to provide as much of the following
information as possible.

1. State the type of subcontracting being performed.
2. State the specific tasks being performed by the subcontractor.
3. How many subcontract employees are being used?
4. During what hours was the work performed (day ofweek and

hours)
5. How long did they work? (i.e., two hours a day for three days on tour

three)
6. Were Local and OSHA safety policies and regulations followed?
7. What types if any of equipment was used? (vertical-lift, pressure

washer, paint sprayer etc.).
8. Were special chemicals or procedures used? If so was MSDS

available and proper personal protective equipment available and
used.

9. Did Management inspect or oversee the work?
10. Did bargaining unit personnel follow behind to complete, perform

again, or repair incomplete or inferior workmanship.
11. Have these tasks or similar tasks been performed in the past by
bargaining unit employees? Give levels, occupational groups, and
approximate dates.
12. Were bargaining unit/non bargaining unit personnel used to assist

and/or work with the contractor.
• 13.Include with the employee’s statement the employee’s base hourly

wage, step and level if the subcontract affects their occupational
group and level.
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REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

The Central Region Workbook pages 7-9 provide an approach to requests for

information.

Initial Request

As provided in the Maintenance Volume 5 there are (10) ten basic items
to be requested.

1) Any and all documents considered in the process of making the
decision to subcontract. Including Solicitation for bids, bids, and the
award, or warranties.

2) Name of the official making the decision to subcontract.
3) Return on investment. (Usually applies to the difference between
contract versus in house)
4) Statement of the work to be/or being subcontracted. (detailed)
5) Decision analysis report on the cost comparison.
6) Copy of the contract.
7) Number of hours used to complete the contract. (including prep)
8) Total cost of the contract.
9) Copy of the authorized compliment. (Staffing Package)
10) Number of employees on the rolls by occupational group and level
11) Hours of work. (dates and times)

This request should precede your step one to allow sufficient time for a
response. This initial request historically produces few or no results.

Second Request

At the completion of your step one. If Management claims that the
Union has been provided with all pertinent information make note of
this on your step 2 appeal and your information log. The Central
Region Workbook contains a sample log on page 9. You should submit a
second request and identify it as such . This request should mirror your
initial request for items not provided. Add any items discussed at step
one, such as MSDS if special chemicals were used, types of special
equipment or tools, warranties or any further information introduced in
the step one meeting. Make a note of any and all documents received.
Include content and date and time.



Third Request (if needed)

At the beginning of the step two meeting a verbal request for the
requested information should be given. Review any documents provided
and add them to your previous notes. You should also note the lack of
documentation requested. If Management agrees that further
information is forthcoming make note of this and submit a third request
marked as such. If Management claims all documents used in the
decision process have been provided make note of this and include it on
your Corrections and Additions as well as your Step 3 Appeal.
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SUBCONTRACTING
STEP ONE

Timeliness is the first issue in the filing ofany grievance. Grievances should be filed
in accordance with Article 15 when advance notice is given, the actual work is
performed, or in any instance where the Union has become aware ofthe possibility
of subcontracting. Upon receipt of information you have requested review and if
needed request in writing if there has in fact been a decision to subcontract.

Articles in violation: 1,5,7,19,32
Supporting Articles: 7,8,9,38

A) PROBLEM: 1) The UNION contends that the subcontracting of was
improper.

2) The UNION contends that there are qualified APWU bargaining
unit maintenance unit employees to perform the tasks in question.

3) The subcontracting in question is in violation ofArticle 32.
Specifically the USFS did not give “due consideration” to the
factors as outlined under this article.

4) A violation of Article 19 occurred when the subcontract was
awarded outside the limitations of the ASM chapter 5 (535.111 or
535.112).

B) BACKGROUND: Fill in this section using the information provided in your

statements and from any documentation you have received.

Establish the following:

(I) That subcontracting has occurred.

(2) That bargaining unit personnel have
performed or are capable of
performing the work in question.

C) DOCUMENTS: List all documentation you have at the time ofthe step I
meeting. Any documents received as a result ofyou information
request should be logged. (See Central Region Workbook pg.9)
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D) REMEDY: Make the grievant(s) whole, including but not limited to: Pay the
APWU designated maintenance craft employees at the
appropriate rate for work hours performed by subcontracting. If
the hours are not available, then pay the cost of the contract less
materials.

E) MANANGEMENT’S RESPONSE:
Give a short narrative of your discussions and the decision given.
Make note ofany documents mentioned as utilized in the
decision process.

INFORMATION REQUEST:
Submit a second request for information for documents not
received as well as any documents discussed as being used in the
decision process.
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STEP 2 APPEAL

Your appeal should be based upon the information you have received and the
response presented by the step 1 designee. The step one meetings usually do not
provide you with the information you have requested. Management’s response is
most often very broad.

Your appeal should be a detailed narrative of the step 1 meeting.

Address each of the contentions made in section A of your step 1 worksheet detailing
the response given. Pay particular attention to establishing that the subcontract
work was done, and the bargaining unit personnel have in the past or are capable of
performing the work in question.

Develop a timeline for the events up to and including the step 2 appeal.

List all documentation received, and make sure you have made a second request for
documents not provided.

A lengthy step 2 appeal is not necessary Your time would be better spent preparing
documentation, statements, and other documents

Remember, prove the subcontract work was done and that bargaining unit
personnel have done or could have done the work in question. With that shown you
can begin to challenge the process by which the subcontract was awarded and the
decisions made and reasoning used in determining the award ofthe subcontract.

it is important to include only the arguments provided by Management at step one.
Do not fall into the trap of trying to argue everything at step one.
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STEP 2 MEETING

Prior to meeting at step 2 you should request and review the following:

A. Copy ofthe 2608 (step I decision).
B. All documentation previously requested and not received.
C. Log times and dates ofinformation received.
D. Read the arguments provided in the sample opening statement, the

argument section, and the arbitration’s provided in this guideline and the
Central Region Workbook.

1) At the step 2 meeting make another verbal request for the 2608 (if not
received) and previously requested information not yet received.

2) Log times and dates of any information provided. Update your timeline.

3) Review the request for information with the step 2 designee and make note of
any missing items. Make a verbal request for the missing items and note any
items said to be unavailable.

4) Review any information received before continuing the meeting.

5) If2608 is provided compare it with the step 1 worksheet and the step 2
appeal. Make note of the differences if any and discuss them with the step 2
designee.

6) Take time to update your timeline with any new information as well as your
list of documents received.

7) Discuss the subcontracting and make note of any pertinent information.

8) Review the contentions made at step 1. Establish management’s step 1
decision as given or as the 2608 details.

9) Restate your arguments on Articles 19 and 32 in general and address
specifically only the items raised by management. Make note ofthe points
raised by management to compare with the step 2 decision letter.

10) Inform the step 2 designee that failure to provide the requested information
will result in adding Articles 15, 17, and 31 as contractual violations. Make
your second request adding items based on Management’s justifications.

11) You have the option of filing a separate grievance and/or an Unfair Labor
Practice charge. Do so only after consulting your local president and craft
director.

-7-,
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STEP 2 DECISION LETIERS

Article 15.2(step 2)f contains the procedures and time limits for management to
furnish a written decisiOn.

Your corrections and additions are the last chance to rebut or argue before the
grievance moves out of your immediate control and will be based on your step 2
meeting and the decision letter.

Carefully read the letter completely before making any notes. Read the letter a
second time making note of new arguments or changes from the step 2 meeting.

Review any documentation accompanying the decision letter. Make note of any
items listed but not provided. Log and enter these into your timelines.

Make entries on your timeline using any dates provided in the letter. Making note of
any discrepancies from previous dates. It is important to compare your notes ofthe
step 2 meeting with the decision letter.

It is helpful to list all arguments as you read. This will allow you to address each in
your corrections and additions.

Pay particular attention to the factors ofArticle 32 and the decision process used if
any.

Should Management fail to provide you with a written decision you do not have the
option of submitting corrections and additions. You are limited to your step 3
appeal. Make your appeal as complete as possible under the provisions ofArticle
15.2(step 3)h and Article 15.2(step 3a) “and shall specify the reasons for the appeal”.



CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS

Article 15.2(step 2)g contains the procedures and time limits for corrections and
• additions.

Your corrections and additions are based on the step 2-decision letter provided by
Management and your notes from the step 2 meeting.

Corrections and additions give you an opportunity to fine tune your arguments
based on the results ofyour review of the decision letter.

Arguments given in the decision letter not addressed at the step 2 meeting should be
noted and rebuttal given.

Additional information received should be reviewed, logged, and argued as needed.
ModilSr your timeline and make note of any discrepancies from previous documents.

Be sure to include your request for information log and your timeline in the
corrections and additions. Reference them in your arguments.

Review your requests for information and add a violation ofArticles 15, 17,31 for
failure to fully disclose all information needed to develop all necessary facts. Make
note of the decisions made by management based upon documentation not provided.

p
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STEP 3 APPEAL

The step three appeal is an administrative step in the grievance/arbitration process.
Your appeal should make reference to the step 2 appeal as well as your corrections
and additions. Should for any reason no decision be provided from step 2 your
appeal should contain detailed account of the issues discussed at the step 2 meeting
specifying the reasons for the appeal.

As stated in Article 15.2(step 2) “Any appeal must include copies of:

(1) the standard grievance form
(2) the Employer’s written step 2 decision, and if filed,
(3) the Unions corrections and additions to the step 2 decision.
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DOCUMENTATION

Supporting documentation provides the foundation ofyour grievance.
The following documents along with your requested information will
provide the basis for all arguments you will make. The Central Region
Workbook pages 11-14 cover documentation as well as information.

1. Advanced notification. Any notice or document concerning the
subcontract. For example did Management provide notice of closure
of an entrance, parking lot, driveway, or that the subcontracted
work was to be performed. These may have been part of
Safety/Service talks. If not submitted as a document, obtain
statements of the verbal notification and the date/time of notification.

2. Copy of the appropriate sections of the ASM 535.111 or 535.112 etc.
3. Copy of Article 32.
4. Copy of the impacted occupational group and level standard position

description as well as the qualification standards. These are found in

the EL-201& EL-303.
5. Prior subcontracting arbitration or grievance settlements from your

facility.
6. Log of requested documents and their date of receipt. (See Central

Region Workbook page 9)
7. Timeline. A timeline is often helpful to determine the order of events

surrounding a subcontract. A timeline will allow you to properly
track when documents were signed, bids were awarded, etc..

8. Your notes. Any notes you make to yourself should be separated,
stapled together and identified as “FOR UNION EYES ONLY”. This
package will also serve as reminders for the stewards involved when
the case eventually makes it to arbitration.

9. Employee training records.
10. Employee certifications and or licenses.
11. Employee work records and schedules for the time of the

subcontracting work.
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TIMELINEILOG

When documenting subcontracting grievances you should keep a timeline ofevents
relating to the work and the grievance/arbitration procedures.

A sample timeline would include:
(1) date of determination the work was needed
(2) date of bid solicitation
(3) date of bid award
(4) date of decision analysis
(5) date subcontracting started
(6) date subcontracting ended
(7) date ofthe step 1
(8) date of request for information
(9) date ofstep 1 decision
(10) date ofstep 2 appeal
(11) date of the step 2 meeting
(12) date ofstep 2 decision
(13) date ofcorrections and additions
(14) date ofstep 3 appeal

A log of information requested and received would include:(see sample Central
Region Workbook page 9).

(1) first request for information
(2) dates ofreceipt ofany items requested
(3) second request for information
(4) dates ofreceipt of any items received
(5) date of step 2 verbal request for information
(6) date of receipt of any items requested
(7) third request for information
(8) date of separate grievance if any on information denial (Art. 15,17,31)
(9) list of any items Management claims are irrelevant
(10) list ofitems Management says are unavailable and reason
(11) request for official making the decision
(12) request for status ofthe decision

Use the timeline and log as reference when writing your appeals at all steps.
Refer to the timeline when making your “due consideration” arguments.
Use both to track and identify documents exchanged during all steps.

A timeline will show when there are inconsistencies in Management’s attempt at a
good faith effort to give “due consideration” as well as “economically
advantageous”.



MANAGEMENT ARGUMENTS UNiON

j

A. PUBLIC INTEREST

1) Directly impacts mail delivery
2) Indirectly impacts mail delivery
3) Is in thepublics best interest

B. COST

1) CBA does not require a cost comparison
2) A cost comparison was not available
3) Sufficient workload for afl employees
4) Overtime would be required to complete

A. PUBLIC INTEREST

1) Determine the impact on mail
delivery

2) Does the work affect service
standards

3) Effect on public access orjust
convenience

B. COST
1. Cost comparisons are not.

required nor are they barred
2. Unavailability or refusing to

produce a cost comparison
hinders the UNION. These
papers submitted should be
considered documentation after
the fact

3. Management is tasked by both
theMS-i and MS-63 with
establishing a staffing level
capable ofmaintenance, repair,
of postal buildings, grounds and
equipment

4. The CBA does not require
management to utilize overtime
nordoes it prohibit the use of
overtime.By agreement postal
service employees may be worked
up to 12 hours in a day and 60
hours in a week.

Management by making the
claim the work would require use
ofovertimeassumes the burden
ofproof. A simple assertion is not
sufficient. Management must
show overtimewould have been
unavoidable and due to
legitimate and sound business
reasons.
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MANAGEMENT ARGUMENTS UNION

C. EFFICIENCY C. EFFICIENCY
1. Subcontracting provides expert
and/or skilled labor EFFICIENCY is defined as producing the
2. Other facility equipment would be desired result with a minimum ofeffort,
affected expense, or waste
3. Warranty
4. Liability 1. Are bargaining unit employees

qualified/skilled and capable of
producing the desired result.

2. Management is tasked with
providing comprehensive
planning that bestutilizes
available; labor resources, repair
parts, supplies, andtime
allocated for maintenance
activities including staffing.
Efficient management of
resources would result in almost
no need for subcontracting.

3. Upon receipt of any warranty
information review to determine
if it covers installation, materials,
equipment, or a combination. On
installation and equipment
contact manufacturer to
determine if installation by
bargaining unit would void the
warranty. Materials could be
under warranty if not applied by
authorized users. If management
claims warranty would be void,
again just stating thisdoes not
make it so. The burden of proof
falls on management to show this
would be thecase.

4. The USPS assumes liability for
any worksubcontracted or
otherwise. The subcontractor
would be subject to the
provisions ofthe contract.



MANAGEMENT ARGUMENTS UNION

D. AVAiLABILITY OF EQUIPMENT

1) Specialized equipment not available

2) Specialized equipment cost prohibitive

E. QUALIFICATION OF EMPLOYEES

1) Insufficient personnel to perform normal
duties or other ongoing projects

2) Bargaining unit employees are not
capable of performing a project this size

3) All qualified and available employees are
scheduled elsewhere

D. Availability of equipment

1. Documentation provided to show
that specialized equipmentwas
available (rental) or could be
purchased at a reasonable price
or borrowed from another
facility. Was the equipment
actually used?

2. Research andcounter LISPS
claims with documentation of
pricing ofequipment usedby the
subcontractor or a comparable
substitute. Was the equipment
actually used?

E. QUALIFICATION OF EMPLOYEES

1. Insufficient personnel is not a
determination ofQUALIFICATION.
Article 32 addresses “AVAILABiLITY”
only with respect to equipment. Any
question of availability should have been
answered by a cost comparison and/or
Management’s EFFICIENCY argument
When you show qualified bargaining unit
employees on the roles your argument is
due consideration.

2. Project size is not a consideration of
qualification forthe same reasons as in
item 1.

3. This argument acknowledges qualified
employees. Againavailability is not a
determination of qualification.
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ASM ARGUMENTS

Article 32 sectionS 1 and 2 contain the contractual provisions negotiated to limit
subcontracting. This language includes “National notification” and the “Due
Consideration” factors.

The ASM arguments will in some, ways mirror your Article 32 arguments. The ASM
applies more specific restrictions to subcontracting in relation to the “General
Principles” ofArticle 32. The ASM restricts subcontracting ofwork customarily
performed by bargaining unit maintenance craft personnel.

Section 531.21 defines Plant and Postal Equipment.

Section 532.2 identifies the authorizing and approving official and tasks the USPS to
use Postal Service personnel when feasible. This section also states the limited
exceptions to personnel, time, special equipment, or cost limitations.

Section 534 contains further examples and definitions of categories and types of
equipment.

Section 535 concerns Maintenance Service Contracts specifically Section 535.1!!
and 535.112 address Postal, Facility, and Plant Equipment. These sections concern
the different provisions for the two types of equipment.
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ASM ARGUMENTS

MANAGEMENT UNION

(1) PERSONNEL (1) PERSONNEL

A. QUALIFIED A. Provide certifications and licenses
of employees. Show work orders
and! or statements showing work
has been performed by the
bargaining unit in the past or has
been performed in a previous job
by bargaining unit employees on
the rolls.

B. AVAILABILITY B. The justification for availability
should and can be made by a
properly prepared cost
comparison. Availability is not a
factor of personnel but efficiency.

C. USE OF OVERTIME C. Staffing Package will show if the
facility is properly staffed.
Unjustified understaffing
constitutes a manufactured claim
for use ofovertime. Has
Management shown time critical
conditions for the completion of
the subcontract. The CBA does not
prohibit use of overtime. Has
Management shown legitimate and
sound business reasons that would
limit the completion ofthe
contract work to use of overtime
hours?

I
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MANAGEMENT UNION

(2) TIME (2) TIME

A. TIME RESTRAINTS

B. EXCESSIVE TIME TO COMPLETE B.

(3) SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

A. AVAILABILITY

B. QUALIFICATION OF EMPLOYEES

(4) COST LIMITATIONS

A. This argument would be based on
the documentation provided. A
claim by Management is not
sufficient; Management must show
time restraints that are legitimate
and unavoidable.
The argument given for A. above
accompanied by documentation
barring Management from
‘reassigning personnel from lower
priority work. Utilize your
timeline to show ample time for
scheduling from the discovery of
the need for the work and the
actual start date.

(3) SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

A. Was specialized equipment actually
utilized. Ifso was comparable
equipment available at a
reasonable cost, for rent or lease,
available from another facility
(ASM 536.23). Can the
subcontract be completed without
specialized equipment?

B. Have bargaining unit employees
operated the stated equipment or
similar equipment or have the
ability to utilize the equipment.

(4) COST LIMITATIONS

The USPS has not shown by
documentation or a properly
prepared and developed cost
comparison proving it has acted in
good faith following the decision
process for awarding subcontracts.

I



ADDITIONAL ARGUMENTS

BASED ON: UNION RESPONSE

Lack of info requested Because Management failed to
provide information or evidence to
be discussed at the step-2 meeting,
arguments based on subsequent
documentation or evidence not
noted as forthcoming are not
admissible.

Statement of work provided Bargaining unit maintenance
employees have previously
performed or are qualified to
perform the tasks associated with
the type ofwork defined in the
statement ofwork.

Absent statement ofwork Bargaining unit maintenance
employees are qualified to perform
the tasks subcontractors were
observed performing.

Availability (Overtime) Overtime is not a proper factor
under the terms ofthe contract as
defined by Article 32. Overtime is
properly entered into’
consideration by means ofa
properly prepared cost analysis.
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Availability (Staffing) Staffing is not a proper factor
under the terms ofthe contract as
defined by Article 32. If
bargaining unit employees are
qualified, and the tasks involved in
the subcontract constitute a
standard duty and responsibility
of their occupational group as
defined by the job description to
argue they are unavailable due to
routine scheduled maintenance is
flawed. With this argument
Management is in effect arguing
that it would never be able to
assign any work other than routine
preventative maintenance to the
bargaining unit. All other
corrective, predictive, or
operational maintenance would
have to be subcontracted. This in
no way can be considered normal
staffing criteria. The MS-63 and
Management’s ownjob
description task them with
determining a suitable level of
staffing.

Equipment or task complexity By making this statement without
documentation Management has
failed to establish that the task or
the equipmen.t is ofan unusually
complex nature requiring a
subcontractor as the only practical
source ofthe required technical
expertise.

Types ofwork:
(1) New Construction (1) The MS-63 section 433.11 defines

new construction. Subcontracting
of new construction falls under the
contractual language ofArticle 32.

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

Types of work (continued)

I / .-“~
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(2) Installation and not modification (2) Installation of newly acquired
equipment not including
modification would be subject to
the contractual provisions of
Article 32. (see item 4)

(3) Scheduled at the national level (3) This claim falls under the
additional language provided in
Article 32 sec.lb. Any claim made
to this would require proof.
Contact your national officers with
the contract number for
verification.

(4) Renovations and additions (4) Claims to subcontracting ofthis
nature are controlled by the
language ofArticle 32. The MS-I
section 6-2 states the procedures
required to initiate repairs and
alterations ofstructures. The
Engineering Change Board (ECB)
authorizes modifications to
equipment through Modification
Work Orders (MWO) and
Software Modification Orders
(SMO) as defined in Appendix 9 of
the MS-63.

(5) National contract award (5) This claim is subject to the
provisions of Article 32 sec.la and
lb. Contact your national officer
to establish the subcontract as a
national award.

(6) Time restrictions or emergency (6) In addition to Article 32 and
theASM any claim to subcontract
for these situations would require
documentation.

1/_
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CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

Article 1: Article 1 recognizes the APWU as the exclusive bargaining
representative of maintenance employees. Section 4 states
“this Agreement shall be applicable to all employees in the
regular work force of the USPS as defined by Article 7”.
When the USPS fails to recognize the Union and the
Collective Bargaining Agreement the Union has a right as
well as an obligation to represent the interest of the
employees. The subcontracting of work normally or capable
of being performed by the bargaining unit has an adverse
effect on the UNION creating prejudice to the status and
integrity of the representation provided by the UNION.

Article 3: Management in defense of their actions raises Article 3,
however the rights granted to management by this article are
conditional. Article 3 states “... subject to the provisions of
this agreement and consistent with applicable laws and
regulations...”. These rights may be exercised only in
conjunction with the APWU bargaining unit employees
covered by this collective bargaining agreement.
Subcontracting is restricted to the contractual provisions of
Articles 19 (ASM 535) and 32.

Article 5: Article S provides contract language prohibiting unilateral
action. The award ofsubcontracts outside the limitations
provided by Articles 19 and 32 directly affect the wages,
hours and other terms and conditions of employment
provided to the bargaining unit by the collective bargaining
agreement.

Article 7: Article 7 provides the contractual language concerning
employee classifications. This article defines the regular
workforce as referenced by Article 1. Section 2 provides for
employment and work assignments.

Article 8: Article 8 concerns hours ofwork. This article is included to
provide for the remedy requested.

Article 14: Article 14 contains the contractual language pertaining to
safety and health. At all times safety is an implied factor but
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any decision based solely on safety dOes not meet the
requirements of Article 32. It is fair and reasonable to use
safety as a consideration when assessing the qualifications of
the bargaining unit.

Article 15: Article 15 contains the contractual language governing the
grievance-arbitration procedure. Specifically section (2) Step
2 (d) states “The parties’ representatives shall cooperate fully
in the effort to develop all necessary facts, including the
exchange of copies of all relevant papers or documents in
accordance with Article 31”. The UNION has two options
available when little or no information is provided. (1) The
UNION at arbitration can ask the arbitrator to exclude the
evidence withheld, and/or ask the arbitrator to resolve the
grievance in favor of the UNION. (2) The UNION can file a
separate grievance with a remedy requiring compliance with
the request for information. Failure to provide the relevant
requested information has prejudiced the UNIONS position.
For management to argue that the UNION then has provided
no argument, much less a basis for the grievance, is a self
fulfilling defense providing a burden of proof for the UNION
that is impossible to provide.

Article 17: Article 17 section 3 defines the rights of a steward to request
and obtain access through the appropriate supervisor
documents files and other records necessary for processing a
grievance or determining if a grievance exists. As stated in
Articles 15 and 31 the violation is the same.

Article 19: Article 19 provides for those handbooks, manuals, and
published regulations that directly relate to wages, hours, or
working conditions. These include but are not limited to;
ASM(section 535), MS-1,MS-47,MS-63,and EL-201, EL-
202,EL-303 as they relate to the issue of this grievance.

Article 31: Article 31 section 3 specifically addresses information, the
request for and furnishing access to. As stated under Articles
15 and 17 the violation remains unchanged.

~
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Article32: Article 32 provides the contractual language governing
subcontracting. This article provides the five factors to be
given “due consideration” when making a determination to
award a subcontract. Management has failed to provide
evidence to show a good faith effort was made to evaluate
those factors before making the decision to subcontract.

Article 38: Article 38 is the contractual language provided exclusively
for the maintenance craft. This article is provided to support
the contentions of this grievance.
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Purpose of Grievance

The Union files grievances on subcontracting because career postal service positions

are not being maintained. The employer is having work done by career employees

farmed out to non union workers in many cases. The bargaining unit is harmed

because we could perform the work in question. The Union contends the work by the

contractor should be done by career postal workers. The Union also contends the

ASM Chapter 5 does not give management a blanket right to subcontract.

I

I



Grievance Number

Union Contentions
[FACILITY~LNDEQUiPMENTSUBCONTRI4CI7NGI

The United States Postal Service contracted work without a valid cost comparison.
The employer was not able to determine if it was economically advantageous to
subcontract. Barg~inirigunit employees were available and q~1ifiedto perform the
work at a savings.

REMEDY

Compensate the APWU Maintenance Craft employees designated by the union the
appropriate rate for work hours performed by the contractors. If hours are not
available, then compensate the cost of the contract less materials.

/I~YZ~13~

Oe4~a~cc ~~c~I(~tc4 ~

0W 5~T~M$ /~d~.
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AMERECANPOSTAL WORKERS t)1~ION.AFL dO

OTievant/Union
APWU

‘ Nature ofAllegation
Subcontracting

/2- //~-~C~C
Date of Request

(~
To: 3 \~~\ C~

I

LL) I
Tide: S /V7C)

Fmm: ~ Tide:

Subject: REQUEST FOR INFORMATION & DOCUMENTS RELATIVE TO
PROCESSING AGRIEVANCE

We request that the following documents and / or witnesses be made available to us in order to
properly idennt~’whether or not a grievance does existand, ifso their relevancy to the grievance:

1. Returnon Investment

2. Statement ofwork

3. Decision Analysis Report on Cost Comparison

4. Copy ofcontract

5. Number ofhours used

6. TotalCost

7. Copy of totalauthorized compliment

8. Number of employees on rolls by occupational group and level.

9. Hours ofwork

10. All documents related to the subcontract (solicitation andaward)

11. Copyof2608 - USPS Step I

12. Copy of 2609 - USPS Step 2

NOTE: Article 17, Section 3 requires the Employerto provide for reviewof all documents, files, and other records necessary
in processing a grievance. Article 31, Section 3 requires that the Employer make available for inspection by the Unions all
relevant information necessary forcollective bargainingor the enforcement, administration or interpretation of this
Agreement. Under 8a(5) ofthe National LaborRelations Act it is an Unfair Labor Practice for the Employer to fail to supply
relevant information for the purpose of collective bargaining. Grievance processing is an extension ofthe collective
bargaining process.

(1 REQUEST APPROVED (1 REQUEST DENIED

I
(date) (_)
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Purpose of Grievance

The Union files grievances on subcontracting because career postal service positions

are not being maintained. The employer is having work done by career employees

farmed out to non union workers in many cases. The bargaining unit is harmed

because we could perform the work in question. The Union contends the work by the

contractor should be done by career postal workers. The Union also contends the

ASM Chapter 5 does not give management a blanket right to subcontract.

I

I
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Grievance Number

Union Contentions
[MAINTENANCE SUBCONTRACTING - ASM 535.111]

The United States Postal Service violated Article 19 and ASM Chapter 5 when they
failed to utilize maintenance craft employees and subcontracted work. Bargaining
unit employees in the appropriate occupational group and levels with proper planning
and scheduling would have been available had the United States Postal Service
properly assigned the work. The Postal Service is not privileged to understaffand/or
fail to train or subcontract work that bargaining unit employees are capable of
performing or being trained to perform. The Postal Service does not meet the
exception in 535.111, Postal Equipment, Maintenance of postal equipment should
be performed by Postal Service personnel, whenever possible. Exceptions are: a)
Where capable personnel are not available, * b) When maintenance can be
performed by contract and it is economically advantageous, c) When a piece of
equzpment is a prototype or experimental model or unusually complex so that a
commercial firm is the only practical source of required maintenance expertise.
Therefore, the subcontracting ofthe work is precluded.

(*~b”is a provision currently under challenge at the National Level)

REMEDY

Compensate the APWU bargaining unit employees designated by the union who could
have performed the work or been trained to perform such. Compensation to be at the
appropriate overtime rate for all hours worked by the contractor performing the
disputed work. If hours are not available, then pay the cost of the contract minus
material.

t~7
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OPENING STATEMENT

FOR THE

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
NORTHWEST ILLINOIS AREA LOCAL, # 7140

IN CASE NUMBER

J9OT-1 J-C-95073303

GRIEVANT: Class Action I American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO

ISSUE: Subcontracting of Bargaining Unit Work

HEARING DATE: April 12, 2001

HEARING LOCATION: Palatine Illinois P&DC

ARBITRATOR: John C. Fletcher

FOR THE UNION: Gary Kloepfer
National Business Agent
Maintenance Division



ISSUE

Did the Postal Service’sdecision to subcontract the bargaining unitwork in question,

installation of air line drops and electrical drops, violate the National Agreement and its

associated handbooks and manuals? If yes, then what shall the remedy be?

RELEVANT CONTRACT LANGUAGE

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

Section 2. Grievance Procedure Steps

Step 2.(d)

At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed statement of facts
relied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy sought. The Union representative
may also furnish written statements from witnesses or other individuals. The Employer
representativ~shaJ!aIsornakeafullan detailed statement otfacts and pont ctual provisions
relied upon The parties’ representatives shall cooperate fully rn ‘he effort to develop
all necessary facts, includinq the’ exchange of~copiesot~aIlrelevant papersc or
~ parties’ representatives may mutually
agree to jointly interview witnesses where desirable to assure full development of all facts
and contentions. In addition, in cases involving discharge either party shall have the right to
present no more than two witnesses. Such right shall not preclude the parties from jointly
agreeing to interview additional witnesses as provided above.

ARTICLE 17

REPRESENTATION

Section 3. Rights of Stewards

When it is necessary for a steward to leave his/her work area to investigate and adjust
grievances or to investigate a specific problem to determine whether to file a grievance, the
steward shall request permission from the immediate supervisor and such request shall not
be unreasonably denied.

In the event the duties require thesteward leave thework-area and-enter anotherarea within
the installation or post office, the steward must also receive permission from the supervisor
from the other area he/she wishes to enter and such request shall not be unreasonably
denied.

The steward, chief steward or other Union representative properly certified in
accordance with Section 2 above may request and shall obtain access through the
appropriatesupervisor to reviewthe documents, filesand other recordsnecessary for
processing a grievance or determining if a grievance exists and shall have the right
to interview the aggrieved employee(s), supervisors and witnesses during working
hours. Such requests shall not be unreasonably denied.
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ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the Postal Service, that directly
relate to wages, hours orworking conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this Agreement,
shall contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that
the Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and
that are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but is not limited to, the Postal Service Manual
and the F.21, Timekeeper’s Instructions.

Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate to wages, hours, or working conditions will be
furnished to the Union at the national level at least sixty (60) days prior to issuance. At the request of
the Union, the parties shall meet concerning such changes. If the Union, after the meeting, believe
the proposed changes violate the National Agreement (including this Article), it may then submit the
issue to arbitration in accordance with the arbitration procedure within sixty (60) days after receipt of
the notice of proposed change. Copies of thoseparts of all new handbooks, manuals and regulations
that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this
Agreement, shall be furnished the Union upon issuance.

Article 19 shall apply in that those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the
Postal Service, which directly relate to wages, hours orworking conditions shall apply to transitional
employees only to the extent consistent with other rightsand characteristics of transitional employees
negotiated in this Agreement and otherwise as they apply to the supplemental work force. The
Employer shall have the right to makechanges to handbooks, manuals and published regulations as
they relate to transitional employees pursuant to the same standards and procedures found in Article
19 of this Agreement.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT MANUAL

Section 531.21 Definitions

531.21a Plant Equipment. Includes the building’s physical structure, utilities,

and environmental systems.
531.5 Maintenance Capability
531.51 Offices With Maintenance Capability
531.511 Definition

A maintenance-capable office is an office that has assigned maintenance
personnel qualified to maintain a facility and the equipment installed in that
facility. In addition, the office must maintain a maintenance stockroom and
be authorized to requisition repair parts from the material distribution
centers.

Section 535 Maintenance Service Contracts

535.112 Facility and Plant Equipment

Contract service is encouraged for USPS-operated facility and plant
equipment maintenance, when economically advantageous.

535.13 National Agreement Considerations.

Installation heads must be knowledgeable about Article 32, Subcontracting, of the National

Agreement with the postal unions, before considering contract maintenance service.

Page2of 24



535.27 Other Contract Service

If another type of contract service is needed, forward a complete description of-the-service
desired, the need for it, and the estimated cost and duration of the-contract to the purchasing
service center (PSC).

ARTICLE 31

UNION-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION

Section 3. Information

The Employer will make available for inspection by the Union all relevant information
necessary forcollective bargaining orthe enforcement, administration or interpretation of this
Agreement, including information necessary to determine whether to file or to continue the
processing of a grievance under this Agreement. Upon the request of the Union, the
Employer willfurnish such information, provided, however, that the Employer may require the
Union to reimbursethe USPS for anycosts reasonably incurred in obtaining the information.

Requests for information relating to purely local matters should be submitted by the local
Union representative to the installation head or his designee. All other requests for
information shall be directed by the National President of the Union to the Senior Assistant
Postmaster General for Human Resources.

Nothing herein shall waive any rights the Union may have to obtain information under the
National Labor Relations Act, as amended.

ARTICLE 32
SUBCONTRACTING

Section 1. General Principles

A. The Employer will give due consideration to public interest, cost, efficiency,
availability of equipment, and qualification of employees when evaluating the need
to subcontract.

B. The Employer will give advance notification to the Union at the national-level when
subcontracting which will have a significant impact on bargaining unit work is being
considered and will meet to consider the Union’s views~on~minirnizingsuch-impact.
No final decision on whether or not such work will be contracted out will be made
until the matter is discussed with the Union.

ARTICLE 38
MAINTENANCE CRAFT

Section 1. Introduction

All craft positions listed in the P-i Handbook assigned to the Maintenance Craft shall be
under the jurisdiction of the Maintenance Craft Division of the American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO.

Section 2. Definitions

B. Installations. A main post office, airport mail facility, terminal, bulk mail center,
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maintenanceoverhaul and technical servicecenter orany similarorganizational unit
under the direction of one postal official, together with all stations, branches and
other subordinate units.

G. Occupational Group. In the Maintenance Craft, occupational group shall be
determined by position designation and level.
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Mr. Arbitrator,

On January 19, 1994, the Union filed a Class Action grievance protesting the Postal

Service’sdecision to subcontract bargaining unitwork, the installation of voltagedrops and

compressed airlines. The Union was represented by Ed Kopke and thePostal Service was

represented by Willie Davis. On January 26, 1994 Mr. Davis denied the Union’s grievance

by claiming, “The work being performed bycontractors are out the scope of a maintenance

electrician level 6.” No other explanation or documentation was provided by Mr. Davis. The

Union then appealed its grievance to Step 2 on February 4, 1994.

In its Step 2 Appeal the Union stated thatthe Postal Service had not provided

requested relevant documentation, that the bargaining unit has always performed the

bargaining unit tasks of installing voltage drops and compressed air lines, that there were

at least three (3) licensed Electricians working in the maintenance department and that

bargaining unit employees could have performed theworkin~amorecost~effective-manner.

As a remedy, the Union requested compensation at the appropriate overtime rate to the

appropriate employees on all three tours for all hours worked by the contractors.

The grievance was discussed at Step 2 by Ed Kopke for the Union and Dave Pische

for the Postal Service. On August 10, 1995, Mr. Pische issued a written Step 2 denial to the

Union’s grievance. In his denial Mr. Pische claimed that Section 535.112 of the ASM had not

been violated as it was economically advantageous. Although the Union requested

evidence of this statement, Mr. Pische did not produce any documentation regarding an

economical advantage for the Postal Service for either the voltage drops 9r the installation

of the compressed air lines. In addition, Mr. Pische stated that the Postal Service followed

Article 32 Section 1 .A., however the Postal Service did not provide a copy of the contract

at any time during the lower steps of the grievance procedure. As such, whether or not the

Postal Service complied with Article 32 Section l.A is pure speculation on the part of Mr.

Pische. In addition, the Postal Service’s failure to provide this information-du-ring the-lower

steps of the grievance arbitration process prevents it from presenting testimony and

documentation at the arbitration table1. Finally, Mr. Pische claimed that the contractor had

five (5) class A electricians on site for five months and that there were “NO” class A

See National Arbitrator Aaron in case NC-E.1 1359 I
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licensed electricians working in the Maintenance department.

Just as important as the Postal Service’s stated reasons for denying the grievance

at Step 2, is the absence of evidence that it gave good faith consideration to any factor

listed in Article 32 prior to making its decision to subcontract the bargaining unit work in

dispute. The Postal Service made no claim that its employees were not available, that its

employees were not qualified, that its employees have not performedthe same type of work

prior to the contract or that they continue to perform the same type of work. The Postal

Service did not claim that it lacked the tools and/or equipment necessary to perform the

work, or that there was a public interest served by the subcontracting of this work.

It is also important to note that the Postal Service’s Step 2 denial contains no rebuttal

to the Union’s claim regarding the installation of the compressed air lines. Rather the

Postal Service only made a vague reference, i.e. lip service, to class A electricians.

The Union submitted its Corrections to the Step 2 denial on August 23, 1995. The

Union once again described the bargaining unit work that had been subcontracted, that the

Postal Service failed to perform a cost comparison, that the Postal Service failed to provide

relevant information, that bargaining unit employees were available, qualified and could

have and have performed the subcontracted work. The grievance was then appealed to

Step 3 on August 24, 1995. It was discussed at Step 3 on December 11, 1995

and denied the following day. Once again, the Postal Service failed to produce any

documentation demonstrating that it gave good faith consideration to any of the factors in

Article 32 prior to subcontracting the bargaining unit work in dispute. Also, the Postal

Service once again failed to refute the Union’s claim regarding the installation of the

compressed air lines and continued its vague “lip service” referenceto class A electricians.

The Union appealed this denial to regional arbitration on December 18, 1995. This

case, being properly and timely processed through the lower steps of the grievance

procedure is now properly before you today for final resolution.
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Mr. Arbitrator,

The specific contract language of Section 535.112 of the Administrative Support

Manual (ASM) along with the general language of Article 32 Section l.A of the National

Agreement are the relevant Contractual provisions governing the subcontracting of

bargaining unit work as it relates to the facts of this grievance. The language contained

within these two contractually binding sections must be used together when determining

whether the Postal Service violated the National Agreement at the time it made the decision

to subcontract the bargaining unit work in dispute. As such, any right the Postal Service

may have to subcontract bargaining unit work involving Plant Equipment has been

substantially restricted through the clear and unambiguous languageof Section 535.112 the

ASM and Article 32 of the National Agreement as well as negotiation at the Headquarters

level. This fact is further emphasized by a Step 4 settlement addressing the contractual

language that governs the Postal Service’s subcontracting decisions involving Plant

Equipment. This Step 4 settlement requires the parties to comply with Part 535 of the

Administrative Support Manual when making subcontracting decisions regarding Plant

Equipment. I
The Postal Service has argued that it complied with Article 32 and that Article 32 of

the Agreement, by itself, allows for this type of subcontracting. However, as stated above,

the specific language of Section 535.112 of the ASM, which permits subcontracting of this

type of work only when it is economicallyadvantageous contains the more restrictive and

controlling language in this situation. It is also well established through arbitrable

precedent that the Postal Service must give and provide more than simple lip service to the

due consideration factors identified in Article 32 prior to makingthe decision tosubcontract

bargaining unit work. Thus the Postal Service must have demonstrated, no later than the

Step 2 meeting, with evidence that exceeds the clear and convincing standard that it gave

“good faith” consideration2 to the factors contained in Article 32, which in the case of Plant

Equipment has been contractually limited to a demonstrated economical advantage, with

the production of evidence and documents that predated the decision to subcontract. In

2

See pages 5 & 6 of National Arbitrator Mittenthal’s award in case H8C-NA-C-25.
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this case, the Postal Service failed to provide all requested relevant information at the lower

stepsof the grievance procedure so that the Union coulddetermine if the Postal Service had

indeed given good faith consideration to the subcontracting factors. The clear language of

Article 15 Section 2.Step 2.d required local management to produce the

document(s)/evidence whichdemonstrated goodfaith consideration for the subcontracting

decision no later than the Step 2 meeting. Since it did not produce the necessary relevant

documentation/evidence at Step 2 or prior to the Step 2 meeting, any testimony and/or

documents, etc. not previously supplied by the Postal Service must be rejected.

The Union will show that management’s reason for subcontracting the work in

dispute was not supported by evidence of good faith consideration to economical factors

as required bySection 535.112 norany other factors. The Postal Service did not submit any

cost data nor any other documentation that demonstrated good faith consideration was

given to economic or other required subcontracting factors. The failure of the Postal

Service to provide properly requested relevant information/documentation at the lower

steps of the grievance procedure prevented the Union from considering the data as well as

preparing rebuttal evidence and argument. The Postal Service, by its failure to provide

requested relevant information forthis grievant, has forfeited its contractual right to submit

any such documents and/or testimony today. To permit the Postal Service to submit

evidence, documents etc. at this late date would be a violation of the National Agreement.

The Postal Service simply can not withhold relevant information that was within its

possession at all time during the lower steps of the grievance procedure.

The Union will show maintenance employees were qualified and available to perform

this work. The Union will show that the Postal Service failed to provide any evidence that

good faith consideration to any of the factors identified in Article 32 such as an economic

advantage, availability of employees, qualification of employees, etc. or Section 535.112 of

the ASM were given good faith considered prior to making the decision to subcontract. In

light of local management’s decision not to provide all relevant documentation prior to

making the decision to subcontract the work in dispute, as required by Section 535.112 of

the ASM, the arbitrator must draw a negative inference from the Postal Service’s refusal to

provide this relative information and grant the Union’s grievance.

It is a well established principle that bargaining unit employees are harmed when
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“strangers” or subcontractors enter the work place and perform work which is rightfully

belongs to the bargaining unit.3 Not only are bargaining unit employees denied work

opportunities but they are also denied the use of their seniority rights to bid to the work

location of the subcontractor. The weight of arbitrable authority demonstrates that when

the Postal Service’ssubcontracting decision violates theNational Agreementthe bargaining

unit employees can only be made whole by the immediate cancellation of the subcontract

and compensating the bargaining unit employees that should have been assigned to

perform the contracted work at the overtime rate of pay for all hours worked by the

contractor4. The Union believes that it is plain that the bargaining unit is adversely affected

whenever bargaining unitwork is given away to non-unit employees, regardless of whether

the work would otherwise have been performed by employees already in the Maintenance

bargaining unit or by new Maintenance bargaining unit employees who would have been

hired into the Maintenance bargaining unit.

The Union maintains that the Postal Service violated the Agreement by not

Edwin H. Benn - l9OT-ll-C-93036556

The type of relief sought by the Union is more typical of a remedy in a subcontracting
case. In those situations where an employer improperly subcontracts bargaining unit
work, the employees have suffered a loss of work opportunities because strangers-to
the contract have performed work that otherwise would have been performed by the
bargaining unit.

John C. Fletcher l9OT-ll-C-96023145 / 96063841 I -96063847

The Arbitrator found that the Service had violated Article 32 when it contracted the
tasks of sandblasting, priming,and painting of mail boxes. Thearbitrator’s decisions
was based on the following items:

1. Theparties stipulated that the Letter Box Mechanics and Painter were fully employed
durinq the time the work was performed by a subcontractor.. .‘ “Full employment
goes to “availability.” While “availability” is addressed in Article 32 with
rospeèf to equipment, h is not addressed with respect to employees. ‘, The
criteria with respect to employees is “qualification.” Accordingly, if qualified
employees are on the~roles, full employment, is not justification for
subcontracting.”

2. The cost comparisons presented by the Service was skewed. “The burden of
establishing that it was cost effective to have a contractor do thework rested
with Management. It failed to be persuasive in this area, thus it has not met
its burden on this point.”

Page 901 24
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demonstrating that it gave good faith consideration to the required factors prior to

subcontracting the bargaining unit work in dispute. As such we respectfully request that

you find in favor of the Union and award the remedy requested bythe Union.

Gary Kloepfer
National Business Agent

Page lOot 24
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SUBCONTRACTING

There are two differeht types of subcontractIng that will be covered by this document
One is the contracting outof maintenance functions. The second is the contracting out
of Motor Vehicle activities. In order to understand the principle of subcontracting the
readermust first understand that the National Agreement has bound the parties to the
pnnciple that craft workers employed by the Postal Service have en exclusive
bargatning agent as specified in article one of that agreement

The worker and not the work is covered by the agreement. Ourmajor business is to
transport and deliver the mail. In order to perform this function the company hires
employees to manage the operation and people to perform the tasks. What work is to
be performed by the hired workers or is purchased from someone else (contracted out)
is a function of the managers the company hired. The workers on the other hand band
together to protect thaw interests against unwanted or improper infringementon their
collective nghts. Those rights do not Include a determination of what work they can or
cannot perform. Thus the agreement they make with the company for mutual protection
concerns only the worker vs. manager and company. It does not concern the specdic
work. Management can choose to pay for the service of other companies to provide
their products. There are obvious hmitations. Arbitrators have defined those limitations.
Our handbooks and manuals cover job descriptions of the work to be performed by the
craft employee. In so doing those same manuals determine the work the employees
can perform.

When other companies perform work that previously was performed by Postal
Employees and receive payment or a mailing discount for doing that work there is
cr*~atedno violation of our agreement with the union. Nor is it considered contracting
out of work. We are not doing the work. We are not paying for theworker. Some
examples are:

1. Presort mailings, discounts are given. Whole companies have been formed
to handle this type of work.

2. Stamp sales in grocery and convenience stores. They handle what a window
clericwould do.

3. Postal operation experiment at Sears Department Store. This was handling
parcel post and other forms of mail. It was stopped only because of pressure from the
unions, notbecause it violated any part of our contract with the unions.

4. Postal Contract Stations. These have been created all over the country
without the Postal Unions having a major Issue.

in fact whie there have been unfair labor charges filed by the unions and some
litigation begun from time to time there has never been anything which has come out
which prevents the Postal Service from contracting or allowing others to do some of the
work we could have done in house.
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Relevant Contract Language

July 21, 1973 National Agreement Article XXXII SUBCONTRACTING

S.ctian 1. The EmployerwS give due conslde,sbon to pubic Ulemel. cod, efficiency, avellabilly at equ~uer*, si
qusilficislan of lfllfIlQySM when .veàatingtheneed to .ubc~rllm4.

Saction 2. The EmployerNI gira advenne natulicilon to Unions is Ito intlonal iovei when subcontracting which oil toys I

sqllnrarll knpect on b lininguni watt is being coniidemdandNI meetto consider the Unlons vlvnson nW*niain~such
Impact. No first or’~ on whither or nct such watt oil bew*~.d a~will be made iastth. mattar is ‘~-d with the
Unions.

Sachon 3. A JOfl ~ is estisllish.d al the natiorOl lend to isudy thepchho V~this use leeding toneeds a
,r~~*igIuievcltdionayapproach to the maui of eubco.*acting.

The 1975 National Agreement was unchanged.

The 1978 National Agreement had a cosmetic change for the existing language with a
major addition. It is retyped with the new language in bold print.

Article XXXII - SUBCONTRACTiNG

SectIon 1. General Pilr-~9—.—

A. The Employer iM4t give dii. consideration to public Ulersst~mat. efficiency. aveibi~inyofequipment, andquslhlcetlon of
ernpicyees when evak*ting theneed to s4di~lr.cl.
B The Employer NV give adrenc. notification to Unions is thenational level when sutx~ntridingwhich oil havea significant
impact on bar~ainiflgtmll watt Is beingconsideredandnil meet toconsider theUnions’ vowsan rninimsing suchImpact. 14*
final decision on whetheror not such wattwilt be contracted 0.4wIll be mad. until themanor I. discussed NUt theUnions.

SectIon 2 Mall HandlerCraft

A. TheEmployer andthe Union agree that it sectional centerpost offices or troll processing center post aPices
wheremail handlercraft employees are assignedandon duty on the platlonn at lb. Ibme a starrout. vehicle Is
beingloadedor unloaded .acfuslvaly bye star route Contract driver, amall handier(s) winassist In loading and
unloadingth, star route vehicle, unless such requirement delay, the scheduledreceipt anddispetchof mall at
alters the routing Of affects the safety requirements provided In the is route contract.
B. At offices where this S.dlon Is applicable. thesth.d*ias of mall handlers wilt not bechanged noroil the
numberof mall handler, be augmented solely on th. basis of this section.

sections. CIty LitterCarrier Craft

Tb. Employer andtheUnion agree that Iquonth. requestof theP4ALC National President, theEmploy., will furnish
relevantcost InIOOTtIIIOO prior to theconvnencenwstt or renewal of any contract delivery roth .wtdch performs
service lornunly performed is a particula, Installation by a city letter carrier. TheEmployersdecisions to whether
to ~.auueiuc. or renewthecontract daliv.ry rout. nil be med. on acost effective basis.

SectIon 4. Motor Vehid. CraP-.NlgIn.ayMovasesh of Mail

A. TheAmerican Postal Workers thilos, AFL.CIO, and theUnited stales Postal S.rvlca recognizelb. kpportanceof
service to the public andcost to the PostalService in selectingIto proper mode forth. highwaymovementof mall.
is selecting thi insane to provide such transportatIon the Postal Servicewill give dueconsitleratlon to public
Interest, coat, efflcl...~,,av~hty ofequipment, and quslincatlon of employees.

B. For highwaycontract, covered by this Section andexpiring an June 30, theUnionsoil be furnishedthe
Intortititlon enumerated In Paragraph D belowby February IIofthi calendar yearIn whichth, contract Is sapling.
No later than Aprti Ith~Union may request ameeting tO discuss aspecinccontract(s), should the Postal ServER
fall to provide theUnion with theInfonmetlon entavorited In Paragraph 0 belowby February II, the AprI I dale
shall be extended, when necessary, so as to alew theUnion thIrty430) daysto review the isdonnetloss, to situations
where $ meetingIs requested by theUnion, thepollea win exchangethai, basic cost analyses no beer thanten (10)
days iv advance of the dual meeting In order to facll*ato d.cusalons.

C. For other contracts covered by this Section. theUnionswill be furnished theInformatIon snsaiwated In
Paragraph 0 below, list ill possible, Oils tnlomotlon will be furnished atleast *0 days prior to the scheduled
lnstaflatlon of the service. WIthin30 days of beingfurnishedsuch ivfonnsllon, the Union may requestahVOeting to
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dlecus~aspecificcontract(s). The Uttion will eubitit its documented analysis In advanc,of the actual meeting to

fadilitats discussions.

0, Thektfossflstlofl will Incioda thefolbadAg

1. A. statement of service for molt fords, IncludInghis annual mileage, equipment requirements,and
current contractual coalJarall ealsthvgroutes.

2. The schedule to, each highisey cordracL

E. Shouldthere et*SiqUei*ly be edlatehive madikatioss in the Informationprovidedthe thrion In 0 above, the
Unionwill be notifIed an soon an such decisionIs made.
F. Theparties agile thatthe following fa~swill be ue.d is any co ceigisriecus tottire type oftransportatIon

modelobe e,le~1’d~
I. Tb, MolarVeirids employeecoats for Motor Vehicle Operates will be Level 0, StepS and Level S. Step

I for tractor trailer operators, as per toewages current at the time
2. Thevetrids coals wIll be conquiled form the lilt two quartersofto. VehicleMskeIModeI Cost Reports.

These colts will be cos~uIedseparately for eadr Region. thepartieswin consider inadjustment farexceptional
coat variances.

3. ThePostal VehicleService will be charged IS mInutesat vi. start arid 1$ ndruutesat Ore endofeach
roots,regarelessof thevehicle treed.
0. For all routes for Which theUSIOn submitted acast comp~*son,ta C..n&.J 1* awarded, lire Unionwill be

furnished1h colt of such cunuract.

l~,y~ provisions shall be apØcehfe when evaluating the type of serviceto be providedfor rordes that $~E

t Over541.0*0 per annum. bid not mars thea3*0 nines toround.hlp length, and
2. Not mor. tItan I hours In operatingtone form tenediersto teminus.
3. BeIng thenoperatedby bargaining win ernployests) of theMotorVehicle Cral. f.gardl.ssof annual

cost, round4rlp length or opsralivg time.

I. TIre Information will be furnished forall mutes Covered by this Section and subject to renewal, ezte~sloø,
conversion of existing postalvehicle service to highwaycontract service subject to theImitations statedherein.
Thefollowing collectioS and boadelivery:emailcontractoperations in arsas otter.no Postal Vhld. ServiceIs
currently operatingaridwhere Postal Vehicle ServiceoperationIs .ccnontically unteasibis: or any starroute
contracts let aria temporaryor woig.ncy basis.

J. Thepittls reCognIze that speclOccondItions mayjustify andrequire alteration .1 themo requIrements— herein.

SectionS. A josh COtnITtStS Is established at the nationallevel to study the problems In theare. leading breerdaethosrivgful
svsrdionasy approachto theIsaul O(sw.ib~Irig.

The 1981 National Agreement made no changes to article 32 except to eliminate the
Mail handlers from the JBC arid to change some numbers around. The Mail Handlers
agreement eliminated the reference to the other crafts and changed section 5 (under
their new numbering system Section 32.3 Committee) to read:

Subonrttracfthg lee proper n*$ecl for hscuaeion LatOr-M.n.garner*Cemnittee meetings atthe ridiorol level provided vi
AmcIe3&

The 1984 National Agreement contained several changes in the JBC contract. There
was an addition of two memorandums added to the back of the Agreement. They read:

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND

AMERICAN POSTAL WORXERS UN1ON, AFL.CIO
MAINTENANCECRAFT

Ths parties spa. that lbs Iclloning language wIll be Incorporated iSo paragraph 535 251 of theAdministrative St~ortManual
and that sur~hlanguage wit ridbe changed during the It. oflb. 1054 Naticnd Agreement. Subssqussti changes may be made
pursuant is Itoprovisions ofArticle tll ci lbs USPS.APWU/NALC National Agreement.

3
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.2SClewmnQSahice

.261 Aiilhorizatlon

a. Cleaning services ~*ads may be authorizedb~cleaning offices branches, orstations (1~if lb.
avereoeweedy woridoed does e,rcesd 32 hours. and(2) provIded theusric S rid presently being
performed by field senac. masheronce employees.

b. Cleaning service coI1rs~are ridw.ithori.ced Ibr (t)offlc.s whir lessthor, 150 rerenus units, or (2)
bUIdng at which classified oustodel makLiiancm .m~4aysssor. au~M4.

MEMORANDUMOF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN ThE

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
ANDTHE

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION. AFL-CIO
MOTOR VEHICLE CRAFT

In furifierencs of ongoing applIcation of MId. 32 • SmIlon 3 of theNatlonat Agisamarit thepatties agreeto Vie f~rIng

1. The U.S. Postel Service rself’rrns its ccmniitmai* to requltecomplanc. with Vie higiway correct
speclflcadonsicuding In. Service Contract Ad. Cortactionofficers andad..ãr ..lI~eofficIals at Vie local
le~eI,when advised by American Postal Woduss Urrort officials ci compbeu.ndlor pns~d~
~~.lrig alleged violations ala specific cortact(s). especially those that relate to vehicle scheduIes~wag.
rates, andsafety VIUIab~I nfl, in abuwhess.lIke manner, adinawlatlgeto theW*srested Am.ilca.n Postal
Wrxlem Union ailicat, r.celpl of said kif~,~..Lonand the~ion taken In isepcss to theIltuatlonldentlfled.
Bacitpvumd Information~..màig scheduled routes wifnd be utmsoneblydenied.

2. the Heed~rtersOffice ci Tranuportetion endInlemallonsl Services, wINri 30 days of radhicalon ofVie
National Agisument, will advise ii TMOs of thersciiremort to accurately reflectvel*Iseqi.ipiner* needs
when developing transportation service aqukementa. Specificehy, rsa.oninh. efforts irelbe nreo. at theT)4O
levelto rscondile vetUcIs requranrents to e2Osting postal venicle sees. In thoee situationswhere it Is
deterirelied Vial tire vehicle needed substantially dlffer~form Out which Is smIled. Inthe U.S. Postal Service
Fleet, justification ott be provided theOfliceof transportationandInisnutlonal Services for Ouse mites that
otherwiss meet thectltsdi of ArtIcle 32.

3. The Office of Transportation and International Services oll encourageall contractors to display cleerly and
conspicuously on all vehicles, while en~ger1in the trenspoit of mail, Pilt ~ name, addressand thefact
Instthey arecached vehicles.

4. When the Union is advised of th. decision to award md icr mows ttiglwrsy corlact(s). the U.S. Postal
service wit provide a reasonableexplanation of its ds~.

The 1987 contract and with minor changes the 1990 contract showed a completely
different paragraph 535.261. of the Administrative Support Manual. The new language
read:

.261 A*øwlzadea
a. When a vacancy aree*.I clan employee’s voluntary attrition is Identified it an Indepenthed installation

wIth 31 hoursor less of custodIdcleaning, Vie following sequential actions wilt betalon:

A cost ascertaiSned study wIt be undertakenIc rheemine if I is mars .Gonomlcat to titian acorrect
cleaning service oracareer maintenance employs. to perform the roquWedwork.

For purposes ofthe comparison, One salary of *15.080 and th~benefits appropriate to thatsaiary
wIll hi idilIzot
If medetermination S made to utilizes ~ibt dea.*ig swv~.,the local APWU Presidednil be
provided acoayofthecoatcoirpanson andmanagement’s detomInM~in.

b. When avacancy as atestiS clan employee’s vaitalary sttr*lon Is identified ins station sndJorbranch olin
Independent iwialalion omIt 35 houis or lessof cn clesning. thefolbetig a~iattiiIactions nell be
taken’

Before proceeding to ascertain whethercushxtalcIeenI~gservices can besubccr*acted, local
maiagemerd shall aecwlaio whether, ccrniaterit neth Ins needs of In. SonIc., the work hoursOlIn.

vacated position can be cumolned with Out of ancihar career service msintenancs employee’s
poelbon to constitute ethers full-lime regular or expended pert-timeregular maintenanceposition.
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If thevacated work hours~ind becombined an discussed abov~then managementn~proceed
in develop a castaeca~la.~,mer*studyto dsLirmina V IS mom sw~dcelto utlits a £~ortiad

cleaning service ore esmsrmainisnarV~employee to perlonathe required work.

For puposs ccl thecomparison, the setary of $11000 and thebeneflis appropriateto that
salarynetS is u~ed~

if the d,Ier,,J,..tl..n is made to t*Illae a ociW deelWag service, thelocal APWU Pm,ldeNnell be
provided acopy ofthecastcomparison and negemnifI dulamIn~n,

C, Thefisgolflg tenet kiSendsd to modify erdstlng cbei*ig sevtoss corticla.

Section 3, MotorVahide Craft- Highway Movement of Mail, part B, C and G were totally
changed. The old part 0 was eliminated withthe remaining letters moving up one. Part
E2 was changed from the Last2 quarters to the last 4 quarters. No changes were
made in the Mail Handier agreement. Thenew language of B, C and G read:

B. For Nghwey oorittects covered by ArtIcle 3, SedIort 3, Pie Union‘all be fta,iIslned Vie irdo,ji~,enrinenuted 5~Pareofaph
C below. This frilorvne*tOfl wIth. ft,rkehed at least icly (60) days prior to theedneduladWIofof~to~oftheservice W*tinforty
(40) days ofbeing*jnlehSd such riformetlon, theUnion may requests meeting In W’se aspecificc.rL..ct(s). Withinfoity~
five days of being fie~h5dsuch kifoiTnellon. thepenile. wit .‘4wigs thebasic coal enalyses cit orderto laditale
discussions. Thepartieswit meet on or before tIne eutleiii (60th) ~y At no line wIt tinsauti~eclln~gtwarycoidact(s) forwhich
a meeting hasbeenrequested be ~dsd prier lathe adn.$ meeting,

c. -me ~rnidion nil it~sie ~ tohuâ~ire concal s&rmiary fopn
1. A .tatenw* ci servIcePining frequency, tine Old.pe.Iuceandsnivel, annull mtge, and p~~i~iad

effective date ci caitheoL

2. EquIpmentrequirements. If not comparable to standed USPI equipment eveilehle at Inst facIlity, the reasons
lisnelar along neIth InscLbc kid justification amtobe prd.

3. A ,l.taniard asto whether theptoposed carload lea neneviet of then.xisting coitied andlor apartial or
ccmpletaly newco~itredsalicltation.

4. For contract renewals, tins current cochactual acer Ii to be prodded along with anyspecifics, lithe farms of the
renewal aremodified tootnateverdegree.

5. liOn. new contract solIcItatIon replaces in pt cm ofiole Slestlig Postal Vehicle Service (PVS)eenlcs,
specifics as to tins sinting PVS sonic. am. to be provided to thespan ci operation time, equipment nAiad,
sm~aicost, how th PVS employees Impacted wit ~0wwleabe utilized mid tin. pr~4sGtsdTransportation
management Office(1140) costtar subcarloactvngthe wont Ni question

0. These previsIons shalt be .pplkatlll whenevaluating th~typeof service lobs provided for routesthat are:

1. A flied annual ratscontract over*71.000 per annian, bitt notrests then 31$ dies In ronaid.trlp

isnqt~and

2. an annual ratea non-annual ratecontrid such as local dray.gs, spotting or shuttle service whets

tine mstlinetsd annual compensatIonnell exceed$41,000, and
3. Net inure lien b honas in .~..ed..ntine from tam*ea to lem*om.

4. Being then ~~...iitedby bargai*iq tail uirpk~yse(s)of theMiterVehicle Craft, r~4Mi.$ ci minuet cost,
round-lip len~flor opelvilog tine.

The 1987 National Agreement with the JBC had one change, other than cosmetic. it
was in Section 32.3E1 which then read.

E. The parties agree that the following factors will be used in any cost comparisons of
the type of transportation mode to be selected:

1. The Motor Vehicle employee costs for Mafam Vehicle Operators nit be theaveragecost ci LevelS Motor
vehicle Operators eric meMotor Vehicle employee costs for Tmctorlraller Operatorswit be the averagecad

5
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ci Lavel 6 Tractor.Trsiler Op.iatcrs. aspar these mployees’ daigN tine wages inclusive ci tang. benefits.
The averageof seth level wit ho aweighted average basedon then..ar~efof employees in seth step of tins
respective levels wilt their respectIv,wages. The M~Vehicle employee costs will b. updatedwithin 30 days
following sechaslaryedinidmeit for line Motor Vehicle Croft.

The 1990 National Agreement contains no changes to the language. It does
incorporate Transitional Employees in the Agreement

All of the language of the original National Agreement and the various changes made
though the years have never restricted management~sright to subcontract. They have
required the contact, discussion and Justification. Therefore the union argument that
any of the work is craft work and cannot be contracted outwould be 100% incorrect.

On June 30, 1989 in a memorandum for the Senior management committee, David
Charters, Senior Assistant Postmaster General wrote:

Subbed SubcontractIng

The following I provided as follow-up to thePolicy aidStrategy Item. developedtiring theMarch27 meetingcithe
Senior Managwnar* Coonnifties.

As we explore Mtas opportunities Mi su~lracti~g,consideration mud be givento effective management of the
laborrelations aspects of cit decision process.

Asysu iciow, ArtIcle 32 Section 1 of our nstiorsl laboragreements with thems$r unions require. that we ‘give due
consideration to public interest, cast, efficiency, aveitebilty of equipment, arid qualification of.ivgioyees Mien
evaluating tine need to scitract’

There Is little question to the procedural requirements of Article 3Zthey em seserifalty threelost~At thenational
leval management must

1. Give ‘advance notification’ when theU.S. Postal Service is considering subcontracting thatwit Pert,. a
eigoiflcanit impact’ an bargavning unit work. Any doubt asto whethera decisionhues significant Impact on

bargaining unit ~k sinctid be decided ii favor of meeIl.~with theappropriateunlcn pursuant to ArtIcle 32
2. Meet with theunion(s) to consider Is viewa on rninlniztnng sash Impactandprovide Unfcrm.4Io~~necessary to

theudon(s) amderstanding ci tie situation end,In good faith consider erny pra~’~the union(s) advance..

3. DIscuss thematterwith theUnion(s) prior to afinal decisionon tine su iracting 1ic1~rwua.

Once the contractual requirements have been viM, andit Issuesconsidered the U.S. Postal Service may proceed
to inpiemeni.

As ann omgan~alion,we vised toaneuw that we have adifressed our labor contract obilgetions. In the
arblratiomnflitigatlon of Issues. the U.S. Postal Services labIlity coulti be substantial in theavert anysubcontracting
decision is reversed.

Accordlngiy, tent asking that ~w reviewtine att.cbeddecision tree for thesthccvflradtnq processand ensure,
throughongaing interaction with carLabor Rslatkamna Department andtheOffice of Labor Law, that we can support
‘yes’ interIm decisions in theantttratloMltlgelion forurns in ascIi step lading to a final decision in leverci
ccithadirngcaL

To eist each d.pertmer* ii this process, Anthony J. Vagilartis ofthe Labor Psalurus Dep.r1u~hasbeen
desigrieled asthe pflnerycontactperson, andEdward F. Wert Jr. of tin. Ofrice of Labor Lawhasbeendesignated
seth. s~y contact person

A memorandarnwi*Ii squponts each of the ‘yes’ detwinirnellons ateach step ldentifled In tins der~wntree sPreAd
be developedby tIne department initiating eiçloratkxn ci anyca~c’~rd.cVrnginitiative aidcharM be send to.
Vagllarde far review endvwoessary ~idance. Becauseof or, contractual requirements, this memamnikarn rm.iM
also support the fact that management hasgiven ‘due consideration’ to thetoll~*igfivi Itemswhen evaluating tins
needto subcontract andmaid be provided to theLabs’ Relations Department far evabiaban ~fg~p anyelicit is
~ymiincet
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1. Public Interest

2. Cost

3. Emclency

4. Aveltebtity ci Equipment

5. Quitliostlnn of Emplo~iees

I attn sun. pwaheru with mea desline tIMany eub.,~itractiigelicits we mighi as’ide.’tske meet cat coitradial

abligidon* andnct tail on accent ci prccedcialrosgulwilles.
l~vtdK. Chaturs

There are five (5) National Awards on the issue of subcontracting which deal with the

Postal Servlc&s right to contract work.

A8-NA- 0481 Arbitrator Mlttenthal, April 2, 1981

The union argued that management should not be allowed to contract the movement of
mail in Spokan, WA. It contendedthat Management had inflated the figures.

The arbitrator stated’ Thus, the Postal Service’s obligation relates more to the orocess
by which it arrives at a decision than to the decision itself. An incorrect decision does
not necessanly mean a violation of Paragraph A. Incorrectness does suggest, to some
extent at east, a tack of ‘due consideration,’ But this implication may be overcome by a
Management Showing that It did in fact give ‘due consideration’.’

HBC-NA-C 25 ArbItrator Mittenthal, November 9, 1981

The union argued that management should not be allowed to contract the movement of
mail in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. it contended that Management had Inflated the figures.

The arbitrator reaffirmed the decision in A8-NA-0481. There are basically five factors
that must be considered in determiningwhich of the two possible modes of highway
transportation to use, i.e. postal service or contractors. They are; due consideration to
public interest, cost efficiency, availability of equipment and qualification of employees.
He emphasized that ‘due consideration’ is not defined and the five factors arenot
weighted. He concluded that lbs Postal Service must, in short, make a good faith
attempt to evaluate the need for contracting out in terms of the contractual factors.
Anything less would fall short of ‘due consideration’.’

AB-NAT 6291 ArbItrator Gamser, November 24, 1977

The union argued that the Postal Service had given work to Banks to perform which
had previously been done by Postal workers. including the selling of stamps. It
contended that in one case the Service had opened a Contract Station in a bank after a
nearby Post Office had dosed down. The unions’ argument was based on the
allegation that Management had not complied with the proper procedure of Article
X)Qal.

7
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The arbitrator stated ‘The union also argued that the use of banks as contract stations
is also quite obviously a form of subcontracting. The lease signed by the USPS with a
bank, wherein a self service unit or units is Installed, calls for the bank to receive a fixed
credit and to account for It. This is ‘window clerk’work for which Postal employees also
vie because it provides work on the more desirable day shift’ and goes on to say ‘The
APWU did not claim that the provisions of Article XXXXII prohibit subcontracting. It only
pointed out that this Article requires thatthe USPS takea series of steps before
embarking on this form of subcontracting.

Arbitrator Gamser points out two additional aspects of the National Agreement that
differ from Other contracts on the subject. The National Agreement does not provide
thatthe Service is prohibited from subcontracting where it can be shown that the
Service can do the job as efficiently and cheaply as the subcontractor. Secondly, the
Service must consider public interest which is not a normal criteria in the private sector.

H4C-NA-C 39 ARBITRATOR BLOCH, OCTOBER 20, 1987

The arbitrator stated ‘ There is little question as to the procedural requirements of
ArtIcle 32; they are essentially three-fold. Management must

1. Give ‘advance notification’ when it is considering subcontracting that will
have a ‘significant impact’ on bargaining unitwork.

2. Meet with the Union to consider its views on minimizing such impact

3. Discuss the matter with the Unions prior to a final decision on the

subcontracting program.

Reasonably speaking, this means that, in the overall, the Union is to be consulted and
the matter is to be discussed between the Company and the Union. This is not a new
conclusion; Arbitrator Mittenthal has made the same observation.’

H4V-NA-C 84,85,86,87/H7C-NA-C 1,3,5 ARBITRATOR SNOW, JULY 24, 1992

In his analysis the arbitrator states ‘Resolving this consolidated grievance flows directly
from long-established arbitral precedent interpreting Article 32 of the parties’ collective
bargaining agreement As will be explained in detail, Article 32 has been a part of the
parties’ collective bargaining agreement since 1973. Although provisions of Article 32
have evolved since that time, the substantive purpose of the article has not it is the
purpose Which long has been recognized by arbitrators interpreting the agreement
between these parties and largely dictates the resolution-of this dispute.’

His analysis goes on to support the finding and conclusions of arbitrators Gamser and

Mittenthal. In fact the award reiterates their guidelines.

His specific conclusions for each of the questions asked were:

1. Artide 32.3 does not preclude the Employer from considering taxes

foregone;
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2. Art ole 32.3 does not preclude the Employer from updating information until
the time of the decision to subcontract

3. Article 32.3 does not preclude the Employer from renewing with a highway
contractor for good faith reasons even when the estimated in-house cost is
shown to be slightly lower.

4. Article 32.3 does not preclude the Employer from returning to the Incumbent
contractor and seeking a bestand final offer; and

5. Article 32.5 does not preclude the Employer, when it decides not to renew a
contract, from solicitation bids for the contract and its routes.

There are other National Arbitration decisions on subcontracting. They basically go to
whether the enunciated criterion for subcontracting have been met. They are:

H4T-3W-C 9682 ARBITRATOR COWNS, SEPTEMBER 3, 1986 contracting out
custodial work when the position became vacant

There are several Regional Awards on the subject of subcontracting which deserve
consideration. They are:

NIT-IJ-C 7757 ARBITRATOR MARX, SEPTEMBER 11, 1984
S1T-3T-C 20710 ARBITRATOR FOSTER, JUNE 15, 1989

Both maintained the Service’s right to use subcontract personnel in constructing new
facilities as this could not be considered maintenance of facilities by creating something
new.

C8T-4E-C 34116 ARBITRATOR SEJDMAN, DECEMBER 29, 1982
EIT-2B-C 11911 ARBITRATOR POWELL NOVEMBER 1, 1984

Both maintain the postal service has a right to subcontract work which does not have
arty effecton the craft.

RC-C 0393 ARBITRATOR FELDMAN, JUNE 6, 1980

In a case later overturned in federal court, the arbitrator ruled that the Postal Service

failed to consider public interest when deciding to contract outwork.

CIV-4A-C 35906 ARBITRATOR MARTIN. MAY 27, 1986

The arbitrator maintained that Management blatantly violated the steps of the contract
concerning Article 32 and 12. He said Management abolished motorvehicle positions
without allowing drivers to exercise excessing procedures and subcontracted their
positions. There is more involved in this case other than the subcontracting issue.

C4V-4J-C 4790 ARBITRATOR ERBS, AUGUST 13, 1986
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In a case involving Express Mail and subcontracting the arbitrator stated • At the outset
the Arbitrator is convinced that the IJSP SeMce was faced with a serious problem
involving Express Mail in June of 1984.... The Arbitrator believes USFS has
consistently attempted to meet performance obligation of service to the public at a
reasonable cost. Article 32.3.A requires consideration to be given to cost, efficiency,
pubbc interest and availability ofequipment and qualified employees. Secondly while
the Union might disagree, it is the Arbitrators opinion that USPS has attempted to work
within the confines of the National Agreement On this point the Arbitrator must recall
thatArticle 32 discussions and Step 4 compliance ~ take place for solicitation of the
permanent contracts. This fact alone causes the Arbitrator to doubt any willful violation
of the contract as charged in Union’s grievance.., a aThe Arbitrator is simply unwilling to
say that the use of these subcontractors was outside the conditions and/or unusual
need’s constituting an emergency under both the Highway Contract Route
Administration Manual and the Postal Operations Manuat

NIV-IJ-C 18080 ARBITRATOR ROBINS, FEBRUARY 12, 1986

She said aNothing in the agreement has been shown which would require this result
Article 32 of the National Agreement, and SectIon 324 of the M-52 Manual, both
referred to by the Union, do not appear to support the Union claim that the VMF
personnel had to be fully utilized (going into overtime, if necessary) before the work
could be contracted out. There is nothing in the Union presentation to show that the
use of the contractors was not a financially acceptable thoice.

HI R-4H-C 26640 ARBITRATOR ZUMAS, OCTOBER 31, 1985 1
in a case dealing with emergency service contracts for H.C.R’s the arbitrator stated
No provision of the Agreement between the parties has been cited thatwould prohibit

the selection of the date of December 15, 1983 as the date of such conversion (to a
Highway Contract Route). From that date, the nature and manner of Postal Service on
the route in question ceased to be of legitimate concern to the Union. The fact that the
service utilized an Emergency Service Contractor for 4 months in this case does not
mean that it is obligated to prove the then existence of emergency conditions. The
restrictions on the use of emergency service contractors do not pertain to routes that
have already been converted to highway contract delivery. The distinction in this case
between an Emergency contractor and a permanent contractor is nominal only, there
being no such thing as a delivery contract permanent in nature.

WOT-5R-C 1675 ARBITRATOR ABERNATHY. DECEMBER 23, 1993

l’he Union did not establish, however, that the job could have been done in an equally
professional manner in the same amount of time and at less cost with bargaining unit
employees, as compared to the contractor. Thus, the Union certainly did not establish
that bargaining unit employees could do the job more professionally or in less time than
the contractor. Since the Postal Ser~iceshowed that it would be economicaliy
advantageous to contract the work, the Postal Service decision to do sowas
consistent with Seciton 535.. and met the requirements of Article 32, Section l.A. of
the National Agreement.... “The decision has no long-term impact on bargaining unit
employees. Moreover, as discussed earlier, the decision also had no significant short-
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term impact on the bargaining unit....’ ‘The subcontracting in this case is not the type
of subcontracting decision that falls within the purview of Section 1 .B....” “The decision
to subcontract is to be based on aft of the listed factors thatapply to the particular case,
not just the single factor of workload.’

WTh5F-C 32108 ARBITRATOR ABERNATHY, NOVEMBER 20 1992

“Did the Postal Service \Mndow Cleaning Contract violate: The National Agreement
including the Subcontracting Cleaning Service Memorandumof Understanding; and or
ASM 535.23; arid or MS-47 Housekeeping Manual; and/or the National Arbitration of
Arbitrator Gamser (AB-NA-0375). I will use this issue, the NatiOnal Agreement, then in
turn, ASM 535.23, the MS-47 manual and the arbitration awards. National Aoreement -

- First, it requireS the Employer to give “due consideration to public interest, coat,
efficiency, avaHability of equipment and qualification of employees when evaluating the
need to subcontract..’ “A second limitation is triggered when subcontracting w~Uhave
a significant impact on bargaining unit work. None of the evidence before me
convinces me thatwas the case here. So I conclude the triggering eventnever
occurred and thatthis limitation does not apply. I conclude thatArticle 32 was not
violated.’ “This MOU is triggered by a vacancy arising “as a result of an employee’s
voluntary attrition.’ The evidence in this case clearly establishes thatth. window
washing subcontract did notoccur as a result of such vacancy. Therefore, the
triggering event did not occur and this MOU does not apply to the fact situation of this
case. Administrative SuoDort Manual 535.23: The evidence is clear and undisputed
that the original window washing subcontract was let In January 1989 and that it was
more cost effective to subcontract window washing. The Union grieved that
subcontracting action but later dropped that grievance. When the subcontract was
reissued in 1991 the Union grieved again. ‘“That section provides that windoW washing
can be subcontracted only when thework cannot be don, expediently by the existing
maintenance work force... “1 find the evidence simply does not support the Union’s
position that Section 535.23 was violated. MS-47 Housekeepina Manual:... I find that
the Union failed to show how this handbook is applicable to this grievance otto show
that it had been violated. In summary, I have carefully read and summarized these
decisions by other arbitrators and have found that the fact patterns in those cases are
dearly distinguishable from the facts In the case before me. in none of those cases did
the Postal Service issue a subcontract, causing the Union to grieve, and t~enhave the
Union drop the grievance. In none of those cases was the subcontract re-let a year
later. In none of those cases did the Union agree to a staffing plan with zero minutes
for the subcontracting activity. In none of those cases did the Union sign an LMOU that
agreed to a staffing level and to zero minutes for the subcontracted activity at that
staffing level. in none of those cases did the Union sign an LMOU agreeing not to
grieve the staffing level. In short, the cases submitted were distinguishable. Far all the
reasons set forth above, I will enter an award denying the grievance.

C7T-4G-C 33339 ARBiTRATOR BENN, JUNE 24, 1993

‘Did the Service violate the Agreement by subcontracting certain maintenance work on
neighborhood delivery cluster box units end parcel past lockers?... This dispute
concerns the subcontracting of certain painting and repairwork on neighborhood
delivery cluster box units (NDCBU) and parcel post lockers (PPL) in the indianapolis
area.... The Service’s action will be analyzed underArticle 32 of the Agreement and
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Section 535.111 of the Administrative Support Manual... Article 32.1A of the
Agreement requires the Service to give ‘due consideration.’..., to specified factors:...
The evidence satisfactorily shows that the factors set forth In Article 32.1.A. were given
‘due consideration....’ The letter box mechanics did not have the time to perform the
work, could not get It done and the work was backing up.... I am satisfied that ‘due
consideration’ was sufficiently given to factors listed under Article 32.1A—particularly
the public interest and efficiency. With respect to Article 32.1.8. again, I find no
violation. There was no ‘significant impact on bargaining unit work on the local level,
much less the national level.... Therefore, no violation of Article 32 can be found.
Section 535.111 of the Administrative Support Manual states, in relevant part
Maintenance of postal equipment should be performed by USPS personnel, whenever
possible. Exceptions: Where capable personnel are not available, UnderSection
535.111(a), capable personnel (were) not available thereby bringing lila-case within the
exception to postal equipment should be performed by Service personnel ‘whenever
possible...’ The grievance is denied. Under the particular circumstances of this case,
the evidence fails to support a fuiding that the Service improperly subcontracted the
disputed work.’

S7V-3W-C 30484 ARBITRATOR CARAWAY, DECEMBER 17, 1992

At first blush, it would appear that the Postal Service’s plea of untimeliness has merit
and must be granted. This would be true except for the application of the principle of a
continuing violation... ‘The evidence in this case, as is shown by the testimony of Mr.
Pawson, Union Craft Director, is that the vehicle maintenance work with the outside
contractor ended two months after the grievance was filed. This testimony was not
refuted by the Postal Service. Therefore, this grievance is deemed as timely filed....’
‘The evidence shows that the cost of using Post Office mechanics to perform the
preventive maintenance would have been equal to orprobably more than the labor cost
paid to the subcontractor. There is the further factor that scheduling the work with in-
house mechanics would have created problems in that the work would have to be done
on an overtime basis. This was not a problem with the subcontractor. The work could
be handled prompily and expeditiously. Thus, the two weeks average could be
overcome and the preventive Maintenance Program brought up to date. The
condusion must be thatthe cost and efficiency favored the subcontracting out of the
work....’ ‘The Union grievance is denied.’

B9OV-IB-C 93052142 ARBITRATOR DENNIS, JULY22, 1994

The Union.... ‘is required to demonstrate that Management had no right to subcontract
work that normally would be performed by bargaining unit members. In the instant
case, It has failed to do so. The route between Albany and Saratoga, and Albany and
Gloversvlile was already in the hands of a Highway Route Contractor. No work that
was formerly performed by Postal employees was taken away. The Postal Service
argued that it had authority from Washington to use Emergency Contracts and extend
them when required for movement of mail. The Union presented no arguments to
persuade me the Postal Service violated the Agreement in this instance.’

N04-IN-C-C003544
N7C -iN-C 35344 ARBITRATOR DENNIS, JULY 22, 1994
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The Union in this instance failed to file grievances on each of the three contracts in
question in a timely manner, It did so at its own peril. There is no rational reason for
the Union not to have been aware of the contracts in question immediately after
contractors began moving mail in and out of the Albany GMF. Local Union personnel in
Albany are experienced Union leaders..,. ‘The Union reasonably should have become
aware of the contracts in question soon aftertheywere Issued and thework begun.’

N7V-IW-C 37970 ARBITRATOR DENNIS, JUNE 15, 1992

‘The work subcontracted In this instance dearly fall under the exclusions listed in
Section H. It is a small contract operation in an area where no PVS operation is
currently operating and where a PVS operation iseconomically unfeasible and the work
could legitimately be let on a temporary contract What is wrong in this instance, and
what gives the Union a legitimate claim is that the Postal Service used an emergency
contract rather than a temporary contract or a regular contract at the outset to purchase
the Express Mail Transportation Service between Albany and Glens Falls....’ in the
Instant case, it is my opinion that local MV people should have been used to transport
the Express Mail from Albany to Glens Falls until a proper contract could have been
advertised and awarded.....’ I do conclude that the employee or employees who were
denied the work between February 9, 1991, and May 9, 1991, should receive
compensation for the lostwork opportunity.’

CON-4Q—C 66097 ARBITRATOR ERBS, MARCH20 i99~

“The parties, in negotiating Article 32 of the National Agreement, did not establish a
prohibition against subcontracting as is often contained in collective bargaining
agreements. instead the parties have, in Article 32.1.A., established certain guidelines
that the Postal Service must followwhen it is to evaluate the need to subcontract. It is
noted that there is no blanket prohibition against subcontracting but instead due
consideration must begiven to certain factors before it may subcontract. Those factors
include the public interest, cost, efficiency, availability of equipment, and qualifications
of employees....” ‘in the instant case, the unrebutted evidence is that the Postal
Service did give consideration to public Interest, costs, efficiency, availability of
equipment and qualification of employees prior to evaluating the need to subcontract.
The only issue that is to be decided is whether, under Article 32.2 the Postal Service
was required to notify the National President, the Local Branch Office, andlor the
National Bargaining Agent of the intent to contract prior to the time that it could
commence the contracting....’ ‘What is significant to the arbitrator in this case is that
there was a notice to the local union of the possibility of the subcontracting of this work.
The union has argued that the carriers were notified as carriers, and not as a union,
and since they are 50 milesfrom the local branch that notice has no significance. The
arbitrator does not agree. The persons that were notified were the local stewards who
are the agents of the union.’

N7V-IT-C 25727 ARBITRATOR GERMANO, AUGUST 21, 1990

During the period March 6-11 and June 8-12, 1989, Management at the Hickaville
Postal Facility utilized contract drivers to transport empty trailer boxes between the
Long Island Facility and two New Jersey Mail Facilities for a total of 22 trips...,’ “The
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union daimed that bargaining unit employees were available to perform these-duties
and that their utilization would have been cost effective and more expeditious than
hiring a pnvate contractor to do the work....’ ‘The Postal Service’s position was that it
properly contracted the work in question in accordance with the provisions of Article 32
of the collective bargaining agreement. It claimed that due consideration was given to
public interest, cost, efficiency, availability of equipment, and qualifications of
employees....’ Documentary evidence as well as testimony showed that if bargaining
unit employees were paid overtime it would have cost the Postal Service more to utilize
them only if the private contractor was hired for only one way transportation. In fact
however, contrary to the Postal Service’s claim, evidence was submitted which showed
that the contractor in some instanceswas utilized for round-trip transportation....’ ‘Had
the Postal Service given advance notice to the union and conducted a legitimate cost
analysis as the contract requires, a truly efficient and cost-effective method for
transporting the empty trailers may have been realized. The Postal Service’s claim that
the situation was of an ‘emergency nature’ is not supported because It took the
contractor six and seven days to accomplish the task, which bargaining unit employees
could have completed In a shorter period of time....’ ‘Th. Postal Service shall pay the
appropriate bargaining unit employees a total of 148 hours of overtime pay.’

E7T-2H-C 43203 ARBITRATOR FOSTER, JULY 20, 1992

‘The Union’s objection to subcontracting the cleaning of-lobbywindows is unpersuasive
in view of the expressed recognition by part535.23 of the Administrative Support
Manual that contract service may be appropriate when the work cannot be done
expediently by the existing maintenancework force. Mr. Wangness testified
convincingly that there was a legitimate business reason for the subcontracting
because the custodial work force needed the services of a maintenance mechanic to
remove the sunscreens covering the windows prior to cleaning. While custodians could
undoubtedly perform some of thiswork, Arbitrator Scearce had it right when he stated
in the case cited by the Employer, it does not appear to be economical or practical to
segregate such incidental work particularly where as is indicated here the contractor
charged a single-service fee to accomplish all of the tasks.’

S7T-3W-C 36631 ARBITRATOR GOLD, JANUARY 29, 1992

“Article 32 of the National Agreement (subcontracting) dictates that the employer must
give due consideration to several factors in evaluating the need to subcontract. These
include the public interest, cost, efficiency, availability of equipment, and qualification of
employees. The evidence in this case supports the service’s contention that it did
properly weigh these factors....’ “Section 535 of the Administrative Support Manual
states that, with two exceptions, maintenance of postal equipment should be performed
by USPS personnel....’ “Because of his special skills, the gnevant has proven to be a
great benefit to the Postal Service. He has been, and apparently will continue to be
used to work on repairs, installations, and additions, as the operational needs of the
service dictate. I find nothing in the record, however, to support the contention that the
work here has been subcontracted out in violation of the National Agreement.’

C7T-4M-C 34067 ARBITRATOR GOLDSTEIN, AUGUST 17, 1992
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in sum, the evidence proffered by Management in this case does not prove that the
available Maintenance Mechanics could not have done the work at issue without the
necessity for a subcontract, I believe....’ ‘I thus find a violation of Article 32.IA, since
the subcontracting decision was not made in accordance with the requirements of that
contractual provision, as I read the record evidence....’ “Based on my assessment of
the skills required for the tension spring, especially in light of the testimony of Employer
witness Brown, I find that Jacobs, Odykirk, and Corcoran were ‘qualified and available’
on the Overtime Desired Listand should receive a monetary remedy for the lost work
opportunity and in order to maintain the integrity of the National Agreement. I so hold.’

E7V-2B-C 38714 ARBITRATOR HOWARD, OCTOBER 24, 1991

it should be noted that the subcontracting of painting work was unavoidable at the
outset because the existing spray paint facility was found to be a safety hazard for the
employees....” ‘ft should be noted that neither the union nor the company presented
what the arbitrator considered accurate cost figures or the replacement of the spray
paint booth. Manager Bruno’s figure of $75,000$125,000 is too broad a range to be
considered an accurate estimate, and it was not accuratelyarnved at.. The body shop
operator is obviously interested in gaining business, not in encouraging an in-house
facility....’ ‘Moreover, the Installation of a new spray paint facility would mean the loss
of considerable work space for other maintenance work which the present structure
affords. ThUS, there would be a significant loss of space for maintenance work or the
need to construct a new maintenance facility, a significant capital Investment.

C7T-4L-C 28029 ARBITRATOR KLEIN, APRIL12, 1993

“The subcontracting complained of herein is violative of the ASM and the Step 4
Settlement. The work at issue in Champaign belongs to the bargaining unit Although
Management would have been required to purchase new equipment to perform the
lawn care/snow removal work, the specific provisions of the ASM and the step4
settlement cannot be ignored....’ ‘Bargaining unit employees had performed grounds
work at the Neil Street Station for years, and even though the work at the GMF was on
a much largerscale, they nevertheless had the skills and experience to perform the
outside duties in question....’ ‘The considerations outlined in Article 32 do not appear
to be valid here; nor do they override the provisions of the ASM or the Step 4
Settlement The grievance is granted. Management shall comply with the December
19. 1989, Step 4 Settlement In Case No. H7C-NA-C 27. The appropriate custodial
personnel shall be compensated at the straight time rate for the hours worked by the
subcontractors.’

A9OV-IA-C 92004456 ET AL ARBITRATOR LIEBOWITZ, OCTOBER 18, 1994

“When evaluated on this global basis, the Union’s ‘emergency’ contention falls short of
being established; the argument also encounters the obstacle presented by the facts
thatthe emergency contracts at issue have long since expired and that they have been
superseded by regular highway service contracts as to which the evidence shows that
the Postal Service did follow the provisions of Article 32, and particularly of 32.3.G, of
the National Agreement a point amplified below.’ “Thus, while the Union states that it
has not invoked the provisions of Article 32 in these grievances, on the evidence and
authorities presented, it is apparent that those provisions are operative....’ ‘The
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difficulty for the Union here arises from the fact that the evidence shows that the
Service did follow the provisions of Artide 32.3.G. as to the regular highway
contracts....’ ‘The difficulty for the Union is that it has not proved the contractual
violation which would substantiate its concern and call for the remedy it seeks. The
evidence shows that no bargaining unit work was lost, no positions were abolished or
curtailed, and there was no adverse effect upon employment within the bargaining unit
arising from the changes that took place.”

WIT-5C-C 19965 ARBITRATOR LEVAK, JULY 31, 1987

“Article 32.1.A. merely provides that the USPS must give due consideration to certain
factors when evaluating any decision to subcontract That provision requires only that
the service act In good faith arid that it give thoughtful manegenal consideration to the
factors therein set forth. Article 32.1.B further limits the union’s ability to question or
attack a subcontracting decision. That provision is the type of subcontractor clause
that is aimed at preventing a reduction in the number of bargaining unit employees. it
does not appear to be aimed at preventing or limiting subcontracting that would not
have a direct effect on the number of bargaining unit personnel...” “The Arbitrator can
find no violation of the National Agreement, the ASM, or the Step 4 Grievance
Decision. It should be emphasized that under the circumstances of this case,
Management had the absolute right under Article 3 to establish the reasonable time
constraints involved and also to establish the scope of work set forth on the Form
7381.”

WOT-55-C 9035 ARBITRATOR MARLATr, OCTOBER 12, 1992

The grievance alleges that the Postal Service violated the National Agreement by
contracting out certain bargaining unit work; specifically, the painting of some 44 letter
boxes over a period of six months in 1991. The grievance was not filed until the work
had been completed, but no objection to timeliness was raised even thoughthe
painting was done at the Post Office and maintenance craft employees must have
been aware of it....’ “It IS clear from the position descriptions quoted abovethat
painting letter boxes is bargaining unit work of the Maintenance Craft. Furthermore,
Part 535.111 of the ASM specifically provides: 535.111 Postal Equipment.
Maintenance of postal equipment should be performed by USPS personnel, whenever
possible....’ “The applicability of this ASM provision to the painting of letterboxes was
expressly recognized in two Step 4 settlements...’ “While the Union has the burden of
proof in a contract dispute, it is not requIred to prove that the above criteria would favor
the performance of the work within the bargaining unit. Rather, it is up to the Postal
Service to prove that there is a ‘need’ to subcontract. In this case, management
offered almost no evidence at all to show that it gave ‘due consideration” to the listed
factors....” “I conclude, therefore, that the subcontracting out of bargaining unit work in
this case violated the National Agreement

S7T-3W-C 34282 ARBITRATOR MARLA1T, JANUARY 29,1992

“In the present case, however, the evidence establishes that subcontracting of HVAC
preventive maintenance results in a net savings to the Postal Service. Even though
postal maintenance craft employees work at a lower hourly rate of pay than contractor
employees, It is necessary to add in the numerous employee benefits which the Postal
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Service must provide, the cost of transporting the employees to and from the stations
and branches, and the cost of filters, lubricants, and refrigerants. When all these
factors are taken into account, the cost of performing these services with postal
employees would exceed the approximately $4,000 a year being paid to the contractor.
Furthermore, contracting out this kind of work frees up maintenance employees to
devote their time more productively to working on postal equipment of a specialized
nature....’ “Accordingly, I conclude that the Postal Service did not violate the National
Agreement by entering Into preventive maintenance contracts for the HVAC systems at
the Fort Myers stations and branches.

CIT-4K-C 35749 ARBITRATOR MARTIN. FEBRUARY 14,1991

Violations of clear language of the Agreement, which are continuing in nature, also are
not time limited. If Management is not allowed to subcontract each day it operates
under a subcontract is a continuing violation, and a Grievance may be filed on that
matter at any time. The failure to file for a long period of time will certainly affect the
remedy, but not the inherent right to grieve the violation of the Agreement. To find
otherwise would be to allow the Contract to be interpreted, waived, and/or distorted by
the inattention or incompetence of the parties at a local level. If employees are entitled
to certain work, and it is done under subcontract, each day that the are deprived of their
work is another violation of the employee’s rights under the Contract, and he does not
lose those tights due to temporary inaction....’ ‘Since the violation is continuing, the
14-day time limit also continues, and the matter does not becomenon-arbitrable
because of the passage of a long period of time....’ “Arbitrator Gamser found that the
MS-47 Handbook contains standards binding upon Management, Arbitrator Collins
found that ASM, Part 535.281 is binding upon the parties, and Arbitrator Zumas found
that lawn care is included in the cleaning service referred to in the ASM Section
535.261, and the limitations there are as binding on the subcontracting of lawn care as
on any other form of cleaning service. Article 32 had no relevance to this Grievance,
because there were more specific limitations on subcontracting of the work here
involved....’ “The only consideration left is the remedy. There are two facets of that
the time when a remedy commences, and the nature of the remedy. As to the first, the
Grievance was filed after Management had been subcontracting lawn care for some
five years, and shortly after a new Contract was signed. The remedy cannot be
effective more than 14 days prior to the filing of the Grievance, and that time is
inappropriate based upon other facts. Management had developed a tight to rely upon
its authorization to subcontract, and signed a new subcontract shortly prior to the filing
of the Grievance, the specifics of which were not put in the record. Therefore, the
remedy wilt commence upon the conclusion of the Contract which was signed justprior
to the filing of the Grievance. When the facts are applied to Article 32, thegeneric
subcontracting authority, there does not appear to be clear Justification for the
subcontracting. No showing of any public interest in the subcontract was made, the
cost appears to be more likely greater under the subcontract than under In-house
maintenance, efficiency was not supported by any evidence, availability of equipment
was also not supported by evidence and the qualification of the employees was found
to be adequate, or if notadequate to be the fault of Management. The specific
authorizations for the subcontract would have come from the ASM, which whøe
encouraging contract service when economically advantageous, does notencourage
subcontracting when not economically advantageous. Further, it directs Management
to MS (47) for the specifics of its subcontracting, and that document, part of the
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Contract underArticle 19, appears to make subcontracts permissible only for those
installations where maintenance personnel are not qualified to perform the routine
preventative maintenance....’ ‘Based on all of the above, the conclusion must be
drawn that the subcontracting of refrigeration service was in violation of the Agreement,
principally Article 19.

SOV-3U-C 3651 ARBITRATOR MOBERL.Y, MARCH 9, 1994

The arbitrator in the instant case accepts the rational of Arbitrator Caraway as to the
continuing nature of the alleged subcontracting violation, and finds the grievance herein
to be timely filed....’ ‘Nothing in the contract requires that management employ PTF’S
for forty hours per week before subcontracting work. Moreover, the Union did not show
that the factors set forth in Article 32.1 favored its position. In fact, the testimony taken
as a whole showed that the opposite was true. This subcontracting has existed since
the early 1980’s. Management’s testimony was persuasive in showing th-atits
subcontracting was cost effective, safe, and required less inventory and equipment to
be on hand. For example, painting has always been contracted out for safety reasons.
Accordingly, the grievance must be denied.

C7V-4L-C 34655 ARBITRATOR NATHAN, MARCH 28, 1993

The issues in this case are as follows: Did the Postal Service violate the National
Agreement when it contracted out auto body and fender repair work after moving into a
new VMF? If so, what is the appropriate remedy? While the Union faults the VMF for
not inquiring whether any employees had experience, there would be no reason to do
so if the positions were not authorized. And, the VMF had initially sought such
authorization and it was denied. The Union also criticizes the failure to conduct a
formal cost analysis before contracting out the work. For the purposes of this case,
however, even if management should have conducted such an analysis, that by itself is
not a basis to sustain the Grievance. The Union still has to prove that contracting out is
not cost effective. Assuming for the sake of discussion that there was a procedural
error in the subcontracting process, it is still for the Union to prove that the
subcontracting did not meet the criteria set out in Article 32.1. The Union has not done
this. It attacks the Service’s computations, but ‘It does not supply one of its own to
show that keeping the, work in-house would be more cost effective. The problems with
much of the Union’s case is that it is based upon speculation and not evidence.

CIT-4C-C 23371 ARBITRATOR NATHAN , OCTOBER 1, 1992

In the present case, it Is apparent that the Service failed to give due consideration to
the relevant factors. The parties have stipulated that the necessary equipment was
available and that the bargaining unit employees were qualified to perform the
subcontracted work. Although Manager Drier testified that he also gave due
consideration to cost and efficiency factors In making the subcontracting decision, his
testimony has been amply rebutted by the Union, Finally, the Service contends that the
Union cannot question whether due consideration was given to issues of public interest
because pubhc interest was not among the factors cited inth.grievance-documerits.
This grievance Cannot be overruled because the Union omitted a reference to one
factor from its description of the alleged violation when it was otherwise implied in the
description.
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E7T-2E-C 13473 ARBITRATOR POWELL FEBRUARY 28, 1990

it is the position of the Union that the contracting out of lawn care is a continuous
violation, and that the omission to file at an earlier date, only limits their request for
damages and does not preclude their right to grieve contracting out of a function and
the included jobs....’ ‘The failure to file has not prejudiced the Employer....’, ‘if any, to
the Uniort Thus, the Union’s demand fordamages would be limited to the fourteen-
days prior to the fifing and the subsequent period if they prevail....’ ‘Based on the
testimony presented by management, there has been no adverse impact on the
numberof custodial employees employed. No employees were laid off as a restit of
subcontracting the lawn work. The property is receiving expert care, and no employees
had been previously trained in the care and feedw~gof lawns, trees, shrubs, and the
plantings of same. There have, been definite savings over and above the use of new
hires and the cost of equipment and supplies which would be necessary. The Union
has failed to show any adverse impact on any of the employees presently employed.
To the contrary, management has shown that there has been no diminution in numbers
of employees. That the work involved has never been performed by the current
employees either In the volume required or the know-how expected. In the present
case, management did follow the dictates of the MS-47 and the ASM in arriving at a
decision to subcontract fawn care at the Reading facility. Based on the evidence
presented, I find that the Employer has complied with the subcontracting requirements
of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and has met the requirements of efficiency and
effectiveness set forth in Article 3. Permitting this case to be decided on its merits and
not dismissing the matter on the basis of untimeliness was done for two purposes. The
Union on their part failed to explain the Inexcusable delay in filing for relief, and
management was not able to demonstrate resulting prejudice or injury because of the
delay.’

E7T-2N-C 19045 ARBITRATOR POWELL DECEMBER 18. 1990

‘Management has demonstrated both a good faith business justification for its
subcontracting decision and the absence of any anti-Union or anti-bargaining unit
motivation. It has relied upon the existence of a relatively broad management rights
clause acknowledging its rights and obligations to work efficiently and effectively plus
specific criteria which is demanded by Article 32. Employee job security has not been
diluted nor have any general contractual obligations been undermined.’

N7T-1R-C 34813 ARBITRATOR SHEA, APRIL 10, 1992

‘The arbitrator must concur with the union’s contentions that when considering the
contractual appropriateness of the subcontracting of maintenance work, the general
provisions of Article 32 must be read in conjunction with the more specific provleons of
the ASM. Specifically, the arbitrator determines that ASM Section 535.23 is coitrolling
on the issue of whether ornot the service was contractually authorized to subcc~,tract
snow removal and ASM Section 535.26 is controlling concerning the same issue
relative to the internal cleaning work at the CFS Annex. In the opinion of the artiitrator,
ASM Section 353.23 limits the subcontracting of snow removal work to circumstances
where the work cannot be performed expediently by bargaining unit employees within
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the criteria of Article 32. The arbitrator determines that the union, as the moving party,
must produce sufficient evidence to establish a prima fade case that career employees
cculd perform the work In question. The arbitrator finds that the union met that
burden.’

E7T-2N-C 21984 ARBITRATOR ZOBRAK, JULY 31, 1992

‘The record fails to reveal any evidence of adverse impact on the bargaining unit or
individual employees caused by the contracting out of the dock door repairs. The
record, instead, leads to the conclusion that the repair and maintenance of the mail
processing equipment would have been jeopardized and the efficsent handling and
processing of the mail would have been negatively affected. It must be remembered
that when the Postal Service considers subcontracting, the public interest and
efficiency must be considered. The primary function of the MPEs is to assure that the
mail processing equipment is functioning properly. The MPEs were working a full work
week and some overtime to assure the efficient processing of the mail. It is further
concluded that there Is no contractual obligation for the Postal Service to use the MPEs
on overtime to avoid the contracting out of the disputed work. For all these reasons,
the remedy requested will not be granted.’

N7M-IT-C 38718 ARBITRATOR ZUMAS, JULY 7, 1992

On February 19, 25, 16, and March 4 and 8, 1991, private mailer trailer drivers for
Mailing Services, Inc., unloaded mail at the Hicksville postal facility. The Union alleged
that this was impermissible in that it was subcontracting out work depriving Mail
Handlers of the right to perform the work....’ ‘Management took the position that the
unloading of mail by private mailers is consistent with the guidelines of the Bulk Mail
Acceptance Handbook, DM-102; and also that mailings prepared by the mailerare not
considered to be U. S. Mail until accepted and verified at the accepting Postal
facility....’ “The above-quoted regulations make it clear that: 1) Private Mailers have an
obligation to off load this mail without assistance on the dock of the accepting facility; 2)
It is not considered to be U. S. Mail unless and until it is accepted, by various
procedures, at the accepting facility; and 3) There is no obligation on the part of
Management to assist in the off loadIng of this mail.’

S7T-30-C 31264 ARBITRATOR LARSON, APRIL 20, 1994

“It is clear that the 1984 and 1987 Memoranda and the quoted provisions of the ASM
and the MS-47 Manual are contractual and expand on the meaning and application of
Article 32. The usual tasks performed in maintaining lawns, shrubbery and trees,
including planting of flowers, are custodian’s work....’ ‘But In the present case the
work subcontracted went considerably beyond usual maintenance or cleaning service.
Accordingly, my conclusion is that management did not commit a contract violation in
subcontracting the redesign and reconstruction of the flower bed outside the GMF
building. This conclusion is consistent with the distinction which Is made out in the
cases cited by the PS and the union.’

C4T-4F-C 8781 ARBITRATOR ORDMAN, DECEMBER 29, 1988
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‘Management should have utilized its own personnel to do the subject work under
Section 535.111 (of the ASM). Neither of the exceptions applies. Capable personnel
were available and no special equipment, not readily available, was needed....’ ‘The
estimate of its own electricians as to the labor cost if they did the job was $2,062.80. A
representative of management indicated that the projected labor cost for the outside
labor contractor was in the neighborhood of $20,000....’ “There was undisputed
evidence that more complex and extensive electrical projects had been assigned and
performed by the staff electricians in the past....’ I conclude and find that all elements
enumerated in ArticleS 17 and 32 of the National Agreement and in section 535 of the
Administrative Support Manual having been considered and applied, the work here in
dispute should have been assigned to the three maintenance electricians herein
identified.’

S7T-3W-C 28476 ARBITRATOR SCHEDLER, JANUARY 18, 1990

“The situation in a contracting out award is nota bright line that tells management, or
an arbitrator, when work should be contracted out and when it should not be contracted
out. This grievance involved 8 hours of work for 4 employees. I am satisfied that there
are many occaSiOnS when management could save money contracting out custodial
work, however, for the small amount of hours Involved and, if there are employees and
equipment available to do the work, management has a greater obligation to honorthe
recognition clause and work in harmony with the employees than to save a few dollars
by contracting out.’

E7T-2M-C 40906 ARBITRATOR SICKLES, APRIL 1, 1992

“The union clearly established that the service’s staffing determination contemplated
that snow removalwould be performed by custodians, a function clearly within their job
description. The general right of the service to subcontract under Article 32 must give
way to the specifIC protections to continued work accorded by the MS-47 Handbook as
incorporated by reference in Article 19. (See specifically, N7T-IW-C 26079). In any
case the service did not make a case that the arrangement with the subcontractor was
any more efficient or beneficial to the public than using USPS workers....’ “Although
there are at least two decisions which find otherwise, my decision is to follow the
precedent set in N4T-IG-C 33419 where Arbitrator Liebowitz ordered compensation at
the applicable hourly rate....’ ‘The grievance is sustained as noted above.’

NOT-iN-C 2291 ARBITRATOR TENER, FEBRUARY 20, 1993

“The Service has flat shown that it was not expedient or unsafe to have custodial
employees handle the window cleaning in question. It is a tact that nobody lost a work
opportunity. The work In question Is a small part of the over-all window cleaning at the
facility. Nevertheless, there is an important issue of principle here. The Manual is clear
in setting limits on the subcontracting of this specific task....’ The Union has shown
that the window cleaning work in question is work within the maintenance craft. It was
contracted out because of an alleged safety hazard. The record does not support the
Service’s position on that score.’
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990M-IB-C 92936319 ARBITRATOR:TALMADGE MAY 2, 1995

‘The Pre-Arbitration Agreement of February 13, 1992, case #47A -MA-C 191027
between the parties concerning the revision to the Domestic Mail Manual (DMM)
722.421 led to an understanding that the revisions were not designed to eliminate Mail
Handlers work. More over that the service’s policy with respect to unloading and
bedloaded shipments is as was provided in Section 5.2 of the ‘Drop Ship Program
Operation Guidelines’ dated September 27, 1991....’ The service demonstrated that it
gave adue consideration’ to factors specified in Section 32.1 and Section 32.2.
Accordingly, the Arbitrator finds that the Postal Service did not violate the provisions of
the National Agreement by having drivers and other non-postal personnel unload drop-
shipment trailers.

I
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STD POS2T2ON DESCR:PT:ON U. S. Postal Service

MANAGER, MAINTENANCE, EAS-23

FUNCTIONAI~PURPOSE

Manages the maintenance function of a major mechanized/automated mail processing center or
facility including the maintenance, repair and modification of all equipment, buildings and
related systems that support postal operations. Provides technical support to post offices in

an assigned area.

DUTIES ~D RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Manages the maintenance, repair and modification of al:. systems and ecuipment that
sup~ort the facility’s operations and its detached units; manages the inspection of
aLl buildings, systems, and ecuipment; ensures that corrective action is taken.

2. Manages the maintenance, repair, and alteration of all postal buildings within an
assigned area.

3. Manages the maintenance safety and energy conservation programs; ensures that
buildings and equipment comply with all federal safety standards; ensures that
maintenance employees are trained in and comply with safety regulations.

4. Manages planning and maintenance control activities including the procurement and
stocking of repair parts and supplies, planning and scheduling work, and maintaining
service histories.

:dentifies the need for contract services for maintenance, repair, or alterations;
ensures that work is completed according to the terms of the contract.

6. Oversees the installation and testing of new or relocated equipment including site
preparation.

7. Participates as recuired, in local, area and national programs for testing,
development, and evaluation of postal systems and equipment.

8. Manages a large size workforce of electronic technicians, journeymen, mechanics and
custodians through a small to medium size group of supervisors.

9. provides technical support to postmasters and supervisors in post offices related to
the maintenance of postal buildings and eauipment.

io. provides input for facility’s budget; controls costs within budget allocations.

11. Manages the cleaning of a postal facility and its detached units.

SUPERVISION

Manager, Processing and Distribution Center/Facility; Manager, Bulk Mail Center; or Manager,

Airport Mail Center/Facility, Manager, International Service Center
(Continued on Next Page)

Document Date: 10-19-92 Occupation Code: 1640-7038
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~TD ?CST~N DESCRIPT:ON U. S. postal Service

SUPERVISOR, MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS, EAS-’lG

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE

Sucer’TiseS the building and equipment maintenance, and custodial activities at a small
asscc±ate office mail processing center.

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

This position is intended for use as the principal maintenance supervisor at a small
aso~c±~teoffice mail prccessing center where automated nail processing eouipment, (i.e.,
OCR, BCS. etc.) is operational.

DU~ES A1’I RESPONSIBILITIES

1. S~:cervisesdirectly a small to medium-size group cf electronics technicians.
mechanics and custodial employees.

2. Supervises all preventive and corrective maintenance activities related to the mail
processing equipment, the building, and the building’s systems. Determines the cause
of failures to systems and equipment; recommends changes in procedures, if
appropriate.

3. Supervises the preparation of maintenance schedules, determines priorities, assigns
work, and ensures that work assignments are completed satisfactorily.

4. insures compliance with established maintenance standards, safety regulations, and
energy conservation practices.

Coc.rdinates maintenance activities with other supervisors within the facility, as
recuired.

Suoer~:iseson-the-job training for the subordinate groun of maintenance emplovee~.

7. Provides input for the facility’s operating budget; controls costs within budget
all..~cacicno.

8. Participates, as required, in regional and national programs for testing,
development, and evaluation of postal systems and equipment.

9. Meets with union representatives to resolve disagreements.

SUPERVISION

Manager, Mail Processing; Superintendent, Postal Operations, or Postmaster

SELEcTION METHOD

See Handbcok E~-311, Section 540 - Selection Policies For Nonbargaining Positions.

(End of Document)

Document Date: 110191 Occupation Code: 4704-6043
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

GROUP LEADER, CUSTODIAL, P5—04

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE

In accordance with specific instructions, or well defined work
assignments furnished by supervisor, oversees the work of up to
approximately 15 laborers, janitors and cleaners performing
general laboring and cleaning duties.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Assigns tasks to be performed by laborers, janitors and

cleaners.

2. Checks performance of employees both during and upon

completion of assignments.

3. Instructs new employees in cleaning methods and in the
proper use of tools and equipment.

4. Oversees the moving of furniture and equipr~nt.

5. In addition may perform laboring tasks as required; acts

for supervisor in that person*s absence.

SUP~atVISION
328

Supervisor of unit to which assigned.

SKL~ECTION 1i.~mOD

Senior Qualified when filled from Custodial Laborer (Lvl 3)
3502—Q3XX, SP 6—13. Best Qualified when filled from any other
position.

BARGAINING UNIT

BLDG/EQUIP MAINT

KEY POSITION REFERENCE

KP—0008

(End of Document)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 350l—0lX~
SPD Number: SP—6058
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

MAINTENANCE MECRABIC, P5—04

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE

Independently performs a variety of low technical and semiskilled
tasks in various trades and crafts; and assists higher level
maintenance employees in the performance of preventive,
corrective and predictive maintenance tasks, that require
additional knowledge, skills and abilities.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Independently inspects conveyors; cleans, lubricates,
adjusts and makes minor repairs of a routine nature to
mechanized mail processing, mail handling, delivery and/or
building equipment; performs mail searches and clears jams
and blockages.

2. Makes minor repairs to electrical Systems, motors and case
lights; assembles, disassembles, and repairs equipment or
furniture; per’!orms minor painting jobs and assists i-~
major painting jobs.

3. Under the direction of skilled maintenance employees,
locates and corrects sources of trouble and performs
repair, relocation or modification of equipment or systems,
disassembles equipment, and replaces parts or components.

4. Maintains an awareness of equipment operation, especially I
excessive heat, vibration, and noise; reports obvious
equipment malfunctions, hazards or wear to supervisor.

5. May drive a vehicle to transport tools, equipment,
employees, materials or in the normal performance of
assigned duties.

6. Completes or initiates work record sheets, as required.
Maintains required records and takes readings from meters,
gauges, counters and other monitoring and measuring
devices.

7. Follows established safety practices and requirements while
performing all duties.

8. Uses necessary hand and power tools, gauging devices, and
test equipment as required in the course of assigned
duties.

9. Performs other duties as assigned.

(Continued on Next Page)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 4749—11XX
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Servjc*

MAINTENANCE MECEANIC, PS—O4____ (Continued from Previous Page)
SUP~~TISION

Supervisor of unit to which assigned.

SELECTION ~PHOD

BARGAINING UNIT

BLDG/EQUIP MAINT

KEY POSITION REFERENCE

KP—O009

355

(End of Document)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 4749—llX~
SPD Number: SP—608~

Page: 2
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STD POSITION DEScRIPTION 0. S. Postal Service

MAINTENANCE MECEANIC, P5-05

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE

Independently performs semiskilled preventive, corrective and
predictive maintenance tasks associated with the upkeep and
operation of various types of mail processing, buildings and
building equipment, customer service and delivery equipment.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Independently performs preventive maintenance and minor
repairs on plumbing, heating, refrigeration,
air—conditioning, low—voltage electrical systems, and other
building systems and equipment.

2. Performs preventive maintenance and routine repairs on
simple control circuitry, bearings, chains, sprockets,
motors, belts and belting, and other moving parts or
wearing surfaces of equipment.

3. 1~.ssembles, installs, replaces, repairs, modifies and
adjusts all types of small operating equipment such as
letter boxes, mechanical scales, stamp vending equipment,
building service equipment, mailtandling equipment and
related equipment. 3

4. cInder the direction of skilled maintenance employees, or
clearly written instructions from either hard copy or
electronic format, performs specific tasks related to
disassembling equipment, replacing parts, relocating and
reassembling equipment; assists higher level workers in
locating and repairing equipment malfunctions.

5. Maintains an awareness of equipment operation, especially
excessive heat, vibration, and noise, reporting
malfunctions, hazards or wear to supervisor.

6. Uses a variety of hand and power tools, gauging devices and
test equipment required, or as directed, to perform the
above tasks.

7. May drive a vehicle to transport tools, equipment,
employees, materials or in the normal performance of
assigned duties.

8. Completes or initiates work record sheets, as required.
Takes readings from meters, gauges, counters and other
monitoring and measuring devices. Maintains logs and other
required records; reports on breakdowns and equipment being
tested.

(Continued on Next Page)
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Servic

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC, P5-05

(Continued from Previous Page)
9. Follows established safety practices and requirements whil

performing all duties.

10. May serve as a working leader over a group of lower level

employees assigned to a specific task.

11. Performs other duties as assigned.

SUPERVISION

Supervisor of unit to which assigned.

SELECTION METHOD

BARGAINI~Uzu.T

BLDG/EQUIP MAIN?

KEY POSITION REFERENCE

KP—0010

357

(End of Document)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 4749—03~
SPD Number: SP—60~
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STD POSITION DEScRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

Buii~DINGEQUIPMENT MECHANIC, PS—07

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE

Performs involved trouble shooting and complex maintenance work
on Building and Building Equipment systems, and preventive
maintenance and preventive maintenance inspections of building,
building equipment and building systems, and maintains and
operates a large automated air conditioning system and a large
heating system.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Performs, on building and building equipment, the more
difficult testing, diagnosis, maintenance, adjustment and
revision work, requiring a thorough knowledge of the
mechanical, electrical, and electronic, pneumatic, or
hydraulic control and operating mechanisms of the
equipment. Performs trouble shooting and repair of complex
supervisory group control panels, readout and feedback
circuits and as~ciatedmechanical and electrical
components throughout the installation; locates and
corrects malfunctions in triggering and other
electromechanical and electronic circuits.

2. Observes the various components of the building systems in
operation and applies appropriate testing methods and
procedures to insure continued proper operation.

3. Locates the source of and rectifies trouble in involved or
questionable cases, or in emergency situations where expert
attention is required to locate and correct the defect
quickly to avoid or minimize interruptions.

4. Installs or alters building equipment and circuits as
directed.

5. Reports the circumstances surrounding equipment and
failures, and recommends measures for their correction.

(Continued on Next Page)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 5306—O7XX
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

BUILDING EQUIPMENT MECHANIC, PS—07

(Continued from Previous Page)
6. Performs preventive maintenance inspections of building

equipment to locate incipient mechanical malfunctions and
the standard of maintenance. Initiates work orders
requesting corrective actions for conditions below
standard; assists in the estimating of time and materials
required. Recommends changes in preventative maintenance
procedures and practices to provides the proper level of
maintenance; assists in the revision of preventive
maintenance checklists and the frequency of performing
preventive maintenance routes. In instances of serious
equipment failures, conducts investigation to determine the
cause of the breakdown and to recommend remedial action to
prevent recurrence.

7. Uses necessary hand and power tools, specialized equipment,
gauging devices, and both electrical and electronic test
equipment.

8. Reads and ir~erpretsschematics, blue prints, wirin:
diagrams and specifications in locating and correcting
potential or existing malfunctions and failures.

9. Repairs electro—mechanically operated equipment related to
the building or building systems. Repairs, installs,
modifies, and maintains building safety systems, support
systems and equipment.

10. Works off ladders, scaffolds, and rigging within heights
common to the facility. Works under various weather
conditions out doors.

II. Completes duties and tasks related to building equipment
maintenance as required.

12. Observes established safety practices and requirements
pertaining to the type of work involved; recommends
additional safety measures as required.

13. In addition, may oversee the work of lower Level
maintenance employees, advising and instructing them in
proper and safe work methods and checking for adherence to
instructions; make in—process and final operational checks
and tests of work completed by lower level maintenance
employees.

14. Performs other job related tasks in support of primary
duties.

(Continued on Next Page)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 5306—07XX
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

BUILDING EQUIPMENT MECHANIC, PS-0 7

(Continued from Previous Page)
SUPERVISION

Supervisor of unit to which assigned.

SELECTION Mi~mOD

Senior Qualified when filled from preferred assignment register
(PAR). Best Qualified when filled from promotion eligibility
register (PER).

BARGAINING UNIT

BLDG/EQUIP MAINT

KEY POSITION REFERENCE

KP—O019

I

(End of Document)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 5306—07XX
SPD Number: SP—6020
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S1’D POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC, MAIL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, PS—07

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE

Performs involved trouble—shooting and complex maintenance work
throughout the system of mail processing equipment; performs
preventive maintenance inspections of ma~.1processing equipment,
building and building equipment.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Performs the more difficult testing, diagnosis,
maintenance, adjustment and revision work, requiring a
thorough knowledge of the mechanical, electrical and
electronic, pneumatic, or hydraulic control and operating
mechanisms of the equipment. For example, performs trouble
shooting and repair of complex interlocking and supervisory
group control panels, keying circuits, memory storage
circuits, readout and feedback circuits, and associated
mecbaniàal and electrical components throughout the
installation; locates and corrects malfunctions in
scanning, triggering and other electromechnical and
electronic circuits.

2. Observes the various components of the system in operation
and applies appropriate testing methods and procedures to
insure continued proper functioning.

3. Locates the source of and rectifies trouble in involved or
questionable cases, or in emergency situations where expert
attention is required to locate and correct the defect
quickly to avoid or minimize interruptions to mail
processing activities.

4. Installs or alters equipment and circuits as directed.

5. Reports the circumstances surrounding equipment failures,
and recommends measures for their correction.

6. Performs preventive maintenance inspections for the purpose
of discovering incipient mechanical malfunctions and for
the purpose of reviewing the standard of maintenance.
Initiates work orders requesting corrective actions for
below standard conditions; assists in the estimating of
time and materials required. Recommends changes in
preventive maintenance procedures and practices to provide
the proper level of maintenance; assists in the revision of
preventive maintenance checklists and the frequency of
performing preventive maintenance routes. In instances of
serious equipment failures conducts investigation to
determine the cause of the breakdown and to recommend
remedial action to prevent recurrence.

(Continued on Next Page)
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

MAINTENANCE MECEANIC, MAIL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, PS—07

(Continued from Previous Page)
7. Uses necessary hand and power tools, gauging devices, and

both electrical and electronic test equipment.

8. Reads schematics, blue prints, wiring diagrams and
specifications in locating and correcting potential or
existing malfunctions and failures.

9. Observes established safety practices and requirements
pertaining to the type of work involved; recommends
additional safety measures as required.

10. In addition, may oversee the work of lower level
maintenance employees, advising and instructing them in
proper work methods, and checking for adherence to
instructions; or make in process and final operational
checks and tests of work completed by lower level
maintenance employees.

SDP~VISION

supervisor or manager of unit to which assigned.

S~r.~PIONMETHOD

332 Senior Qualified when filled from preferred assignment register
(PAR). Best Qualified when filled from promotion eligibility

register (PER).

BARGAINING UNIT

BLDG/EQUIP !4AINT

KEY POSITION REFERENCE

KP—0019

(End of Document)

Document Date: 11—02—94 Occupation Code: 5342—O1XX
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, P5-0 9

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE

Independently performs the full range of diagnostic, preventive
maintenance, alignment and calibration, and overhaul tasks, on
both hardware and software on a variety of mail processing,
customer service, and building equipment and systems, applying
advanced technical knowledge to solve complex problems.

ntrrizs AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Performs complex testing, diagnosis, maintenance,
alignments and calibration, overhaul, and revision, of
electronically operated or controlled equipment or systems;
may be required to perform maintenance of associated
electromechanical equipment and systems.

2. Observes the operation of systems and equipment, and
applies various testing and diagnostic methods and
procedures to loca’.e and correct malfunctions and/or
failures and ensures maximum system performance.

3. Performs equipment inspections to assess the quality of
service or maintenance received, and to discOver incipient
malfunctions; initiates work orders requesting corrective 346
actions for equipment not meeting maintenance or operating
standards; estimates time and materials necessary to make
corrections and conducts investigations of frequent or
serious equipment failures to determine the cause of the
breakdown and to recommend remedial maintenance action.

4. Recommends changes to servicing and preventive maintenance
activities; assists in the revision of preventive
maintenance and operator checklists, and their frequency to
sustain the proper degree of maintenance.

5. Performs analyses of equipment failures; reviews
operational reports, audits, and other information, to
determine where operational enhancement can be made to
prevent equipment or systems deterioration.

6. Participates in the installation, removal, modification,
assembly, and/or disassembly of systems and equipment.

7. Participates in classroom, on—the—job, and correspondence
training programs; attends courses at postal facilities,
trade schools, and manufacturers sites; assists in
developing and implementing training programs; provides
on—the—job training to other lower level maintenance
employees.

(Continued on Next Page)
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STD POSITION DESCRIPTION U. S. Postal Service

ELECTRONIC TEC~ICIAN, PS-09

(Continued from Previous Page)
8. Provides technical support to other employees in the

facility or in installations within the area served;
performs in—process and final operational checks and tests
work completed by other employees; may work without direct
supervision.

9. May drive a vehicle or use other appropriate modes of
transportation in the course of assigned duties.

10. Follows established safety practices and requirements while
performing all duties; reads and adheres to instructions
listed in applicable maintenance directives; maintains a
library of maintenance directives.

11. Performs other duties as assigned.

StJP~KVJ.SION

Supervisor of unit ~o which assigned.

SELECTION M~HOD

347 BARGAINING UNIT

BLDG/EQUIP MAINT

KEY POSITION REFERENCE

KP—0023

(End of Document)
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE

~T1TLE Contractors Safety Rules on USFS Property

SOP NUMBER j ORIG. DATE

SlO 12/26/96

1.0 SCOPE

This standard operating procedure is to provide safety rules that contractors must follow while
performing work on USPS property.

2.() DEF1N1~I1ONS

Contractors are anyperson/s not employed by the USFS performing work for the US Postal Service
due to a contract or services requisitioned.

3.() PURPOSE

•Fo provide a standard set of rules that contractors must follow when performing work on any US
Postal Service property.

4.0 .~PPLIC.VI1ONS

Applies to all work performed on USFS property by anyone notconsidered a USFS employee.

5.0 EXCEPTIONS/RESTRICTIONS

The use of USFSequipment by contractors is prohibited.

6.0 MANAGEMENTCONTROLS

Adherence to these procedures is essential in accident prevention.

7.0 PUBLICATIONS/REFERENCES

None

REV IS1ON DATE

04/30/97

PAGE NUMBER

01 OF 02



‘TITLE Contractors Safety Rules on USPS Property

TSOPNUMBEI~

Sb

ORIG.DATE

12/26/96

j

~

REVISION DATE

04/30/97

PAGE NUMBER

02002

I

~

8.0 PROCEDURES

1. .\ll contractors should be given a copy ofsafety rules.

2. The contractors representative should return a signed copy ofthese rules. reriecting their
understanding prior to the start of any work. (Rules andacknowledge sheet i)elow)

9.0 IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER

Disregard by contractors to these safety rules could result in injury to themselves. USFS employees
or customers and damage to U SPS property.

USFS tnanagement always have the right to stop work and remove the contractor/s from the
premises for failure to follow these rules.

I

END OF PROCEDURE
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CONTRACTOR

SAFETY REGULATIONS

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

(PLANT OR STATION NAME)

CONTRACTOR’S SAFETY RULES

-
~ :7



.\. FIRE SAFETY .~ND“HOT WORK” REQI!IREMENTS FOR WELDING/CUTI’ING
OPERATIONS

A “Hot Work” permit must be completed and tiled by all Contractors before commencement ur’cutting
operations. The Hot Work permit must be tiled with the Maintenance Manaceror Postmaster before any
work begins. The permit must he signed-offby the Maintenance manager and the contractor. after the work
area has been inspectedand the document properly completed.

During welding or cutting operations. the following procedures are to he considered the minimum safety
precautionS:

I. Water buckets - Fire extinguisher - Fireproortarpaulins. must be used and kept in close proximirv to nU
“Hot Work” operations. The tarpaulin must be placed on section of wooded floors in immediate’ icinitv-of
“Hot Work”, and when working over mechanizedequipment.

. Adjacent walls, galleries. etc.. are to be wet down before, during, and after any “Hot Work” operations.

3. “Fire Watcher” is to be kept on dutyduring the “lIot Work”, and for a least one-halfhour thereafter, in
order to detect any smoldering fire.

4. Area must be cleared of flammable rubbish, paper. waste. etc.. for at least a 25 foot radius. Also, must be
cleared of working mail, sacks, pouch racks, and other mail containers.

5 Area is to be roped offand shielded to protect personnei form hot sparks. falling materials, and ultra-
iolct radiation.

:~.Flammables and explosive gases must be stored off premises. Only the minimum amount actually
required for the immediate work shall he taken to the point or ~perauousand shall be kept at a safe distance
thrm the “Hot Work”.

7. Make sure weldinn/cutting fumes are well ventilated out of work area to minimize any employee
discomfort. Metal ~cntilatingducts and conduitsmust nor be cut ~v torch, but by mechanical means. When
“Hot Work” is done in the vicinity of such ventilatingequipment. the air “intake” must be shut off and
locked in the OFF position. ‘rhis can be done by notifying the maintenance official in charge.

Following completion of the welding/cutting operations, the area is to inspected to ascertain that it is tire
safe and the Hot Work permit will be signed ~ffin Section 13.

I
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Hot Work Permit

Permit for cutting and welding * Are conveyors, towveyers. or other equipment
with portable gasor arc equipment which could bong combustible materials into

work area either lockedout or covered? -

Section A Un he completed before work beuun
~ Are covers suspended beneath workto collect

Location ofwork soarks which could damage equipment below?
1. Building ~

2. Hoor - __._ —____________
3. Locationwithin building ~Does the fire watcher have an extinguisher?

Time Signed
Designated Management Representative

This permit is valid from ______, ________ to (at~erinspection)
hour date

Signed ___________________________
- , _______ Mail Pn~essingTour Superintendant
hour date

No hot work is to be performed under theauthority Signed
of this permit outside ofthis period. Contractor’s Reprensentative

Description ofwork ________________ _____________
SECTION B

Special precautions to be taken Final Check (to he completed afler completion of-—______________ work)

FINAL CHECKUP
Is a Fire Watch Required?

Yes No Work area andall adjacent areas to which
sparks ~tndheat might havespread Uncluding

The answers to the following questions must be yes floors above andbelow and on opposite sides
or not applicate. ofwalls) were inspected 30 minutes afler the

work was completed and were found tire free.
* Are installed sprinklers and tirealarms in
service? Signed

Designated Management Representative
* Are tire extinguishers readliy available to or Fire Watcher
personnel doing the hot work? ______

Signed -____________
* Doworkers know how to rum in a tire alarm? Contractor’s Representative

* Are conbustible and tiamablematerials

moved at least 50 feet awayfrom the hot
work, or protected from sparks by
noncoinbustible blanketsor guards? * MS-S6 TL-2, ian. 86

* Are walls, within 50 feet, and floors made of

noncombustible materials or covered with
noncombustible blankets or guards? —

* Are wall and tloor openings covered?

* Is the work area roped otT?



B. OVERHEAD WORK- SCAFFOLDS, LADDERS. ETC

1. Scaffolding must be erected securely, and have securely fastened guard rails and toe boards. planking must
be suitable and in good condition to support the load and secured from falling down.

2• Proper ladder(s) must be used for the job. ladder(s) should not be left unattended in postal work areas.

3. Scaffolds or tarpaulins are to be placed below overhead work to protect personnel from any falling tools or
materials, inaddition to toe boards.

4. Area is to be roped off tokeep Postal employees at a safe distance iminimum 15 feet in all directions from the
point ofoperation).

5. Contractor employees are not permitted to stand on postal tables. conveyors. containers, or other postal equipment

to do overhead work. They are to use their own, properlydesigned equipment.

6. ~kllscaffolding will be erected, constructed, and used in accordance with (CFR 19102.S Ct seq CFR 1926.

7. All scaffolding less than 45 inches wide and over 4 feethigh, or any tubular scaffolding over 10 feet high must be

equipped with guard rails and toe boards.

C. HAZARDS OF tNCor~’LPLETEuWORK

Qpçn switch boxes and live wires must be protected against unauthorized employees.

2. Holes in floors must be securely covered toprevent tripping or falling into the hole.

3. No work is to be staited (steel beams hung ctc.~which cannot he properly secured before work is tinished for the
day-

4. Project Manager or maintenance Manager must be informed of the unfinished status each day.

U. ELECTRICAL LOCKOUT PROCEDURES

For the protectionofall personnel working within the facility, a lockout policy has been established and must be

adhered toexplicitly.

I. Before any power is disconnected of reconnected, the Maintenance Department must be notified.

2. A minimumof t~~olocks shall be required on any locked-out circuit (Contractor! LISPS Maintenance).

3. Red tags will be required with the following information:

a. Circuit nomenclature
b. Date
c. Contractor! maintenance names and signatures
d. Reason for lockout

4. Prior to starting work on dc-energized circuits, always check with proper instrument to ascertain that they are de-
energized. In case there are electrical devices, controls or capacitors on these lines, be sure that they are grounded
and any charge has been neutralized.

I



E. HOUSEKEEPING REQUIREMENTS

1. Contractors are positively prohibited from using Post Office equipment and tools skids, trays,tubs, tractors,
forkl ifts~~j

2. Contractors are to consult with the Project Manager in charge ofthe installation before bring in materials, so that
he can designate storage points which will not interfere with postaloperations. Materials arc to be placed in an
orderly manner in designated are so there are safe passageways for employees and postal handtrucks.

3. Contractors are to remove their tools, supplies, etc., to the proper storage areas when they end the day’s work.

4. Contractor is to clean all scrap material from the workfloor each day. A container or bin should be provided by
the contractor to disgard metal, wire, wood, etc. Carelessly disgardedscrap materials havebeenresponsible for
accidents to employees.

5. Contractor is to disconnectelectric cords from welding equipment or from electrical outlets when they are not
needed and roll them up neatly.

6. Lunch wrappings, coffee containers, package wrappings. and other refuse are not permitted on the workfloor.

7. Indoorsmoking is prohibited in all postal facilities. Outdoor on postal premise smoking is also prohibited in many
Postal facilities. Contractors are prohibited from smoking indoors in all Postal facilities. Additionally, at facilities
where outdoor on premise smoking is permitted. contractors will only be allowed to smoke in designated areas.

8. Contractor must take precautions to protect postal patrons when their work affects vehicular and pedestrian
traffic.

9. Must observe compound! facility speed limitand traffic regulations.

F. HAZARD COMMUNICATION

1. Contractormust provide a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS )forevery hazardous material-(~as&fined by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s Hazard Communication Standard they intend to use on Postal
premises.

2. The LISPS will provide MSDS sheets on materials used in house.

3. Recent incidents involved application of floor scalers and paints which caused facility evacuations, employee
discomfort. and disruption to operations. This identifies theneed to establish amechanism to ensure that
management and employees are informed of potential hazards. Accommodations for specific types of ventilation
(exhaust fans) etc. and additional safety precautions may need to be implemented-contract maintenancemanager
facility.

4. Contractors are responsible for removing any hazardous waste generatedbytheiractivities, they are responsible
for storing, transporting, and disposal, as well as acquiring necessary permits.

5. l’he LISPS will take all possible steps to ensure materials are free of Leador (ACBM) Asbestos Containing
Building materials prior to start of all work.

G. PROTECTION FROM CURIOUS OR CARELESS PERSONNEL



I
Contractors should provide a number of “Danger ~. “Keep Out”. signs. ropes. and ban’icades to warn ;‘eople of any
hazardous work operation. This protection is very important when postal and non-postal personnel are working in
the immediate area.

hi order to help complete work ina safe manner and without unnecessary delays and interruptions, the contractor
should coordinate his plans for operation with the Project manager and Supervisor in charge ofthe installation - IN
..~DVANCE.We must make everyeffort to ensure that thecontractor work is completedwithout iniury. accident.
fire or preventable incidents that unduly interfere with the efficient processing ofthe mails.

H. CONFINED SPACES

Contractors are required to comply with OSHA requirements for confined spaces. Questions regarding confined
space Iocationscan be identified by contacting the local maintenance manager.

I. DIGGING

1. Call All UtiiitiCS~
2. Shoring of trenches greater than 4 feet.

I ha~ read ~iridunderstand the resoonsibilities of the LISPS Contractor Safety Regulations.

Contractor Si~n~irure!Date Postal Represe~irative/Date
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